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1.2. Development 

The system development will focus on providing an interactive environment for the following two main areas: 

1. Preparation of input data for the SWAN model. 
The data preparation requires development of an intuitive interface mechanism to capture the required input. The 
various command and parameter selections will have to be written to a file in such a way that they can be 
understood by the SWAN model. Since there are numerous commands and data values that may need to be 
captured. a modular interface system will be investigated so that a core set of interfaces can be developed and 
then others added. following similar design patterns. This core set of interfaces will be used to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the design. Onc\.! a suitable input mechanism has been achieved. further interfaces can be added. 

2. Visualization of the numerical results as generated by the SWAN model 
The output data visualization requires the numerical SWAN models to be interpreted in a graphical context and 
displayed in an appropriate format. More than one surface may need to be visualized at the same time in a kind 
of layered arrangement. so proVIsion will have to be made for multiple graphical elements to be viewed 
simultaneously The need to ascertain the relationship between the different layers means that they need to be 
viewed independently or in a combined format 

In order to visualize any relationships that may exist between different graphical components. a technique for 
cnabling one of thc layers to become translucent is required. 

1.3. Scope of work 

To accommodate the complete I ist of input commands that can be used within the SWAN program (see 
Appendix A) would require much repetitive development. so the focus will be aimed at designing a mechanism 
for creating modular panels that can be added to at a later stage. For the purposes of this dissertation, a core set 
of panels will be developed to highlight the design principles that can then be used as a basis for future \\'ork. 

The 3-D graphical visualization work will focus on developing a computer model that has two surface layers. 
The transparency ofthe top layer can be altered so that both can be viewed together in an interactive manner. 
Controls will be supplied to enable the user to select from different rendering options. enable or disable surface 
layers and adjust component transparency. Model viewing transfonnations "ill be enabled through the use of 
various mouse and keyboard options. 

1.4. Structure of dissertation 

Background to the SWAN modd is given. followed by a discussion of the need for a visualization tool. The data 
requirements are outlined to illustrate the structure of the mput and output formats. 

The process of visualizing computerised images is introduced. followed by a discussion on the use of OpenGL 
geometric primitives to render the 3-D model. In order to make use of native OpenGL libraries within a Java 
context. an application programming interface is needed. Two such APls are discussed to determine the 
appropriate framework in which to develop the 3D code Java has two options for displaying graphical user 
interface components: Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT) and Swing. TIlese are discussed as well as their 
influence on the incorporated 3-D rendering container. 

Design of the 2-D user interface is discussed according to various usability principles. and the layout of different 
components is presented. Different elements affecting the human-computer interaction of the system are outlined 
and how they influence the interface design. 
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Steps involved in the visualizatIon process are presented and a discussion of how the 3-D graphical interface 
elements have been designed. 1 he underlying data structure and design rationales are explained. Multiple surface 
layering. model rendering and object transparency issues are discussed as they appl~ to this project 

Different evaluation techniques are outlined followed by a more detailed look at the particular evaluation process 
that was followed in order to find any usability problems The findings from this process are shown followed by 
a description of how some common usability problem areas were improved. 

This dissertation concludes with a round-up of the major issues that ,,"ere tackled and a description of related 
future \,·ork. 

- 5 -
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2. BACKGROUND 

2.1. What is SWAN? 

SW AN is a numerical wave model that has been developed at the Delft University of Technology in the 
Netherlands (http://fluidmechanics .tudelft .nll). The program is used to obtain realistic estimates of wave 
parameters in coastal areas, lakes and estuaries from given wind conditions, bottom surface profiles and currents . 
The program is written in FORTRAN, and can be compiled for Windows and UNIX platforms. The input data 
and output results from the SWAN refraction program are in a numerical format. 

2.2. Why the need for a data preparation and visualization tool? 

The SWAN computational program expects input and output commands and related data to be supplied in a text 
file format. The instructions contained within this tex1: file are used to determine the type of computation to 
perform as well as to supply details regarding the grid format and boundary conditions. These input parameters 
have to be entered manually into the text file which is a time-consuming process that can lead to complications if 
data is not entered in the correct format. The process of checking this tex1: file is complicated by the many 
different command types and data formats. 

A more user-friendly mechanism for formulating the SWAN command file is needed to 
• allow easier entry of data 
• reduce the possibility of data format errors 
• remove the necessity of entering default values that do not need to change 
• provide visual assistance as to the type of data required 
• generate the text file in the correct format 

Once the computations have been completed by SWAN, and a result file generated, there needs to be a way of 
visualizing this in an appropriate format. Using a graphical environment in which to develop a 3-D model ofthe 
results will allow the user to view the wave and surface data in an interactive manner. 

- 6 -
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2.3. Overview of Input reguirements and Output format 

The input data is specified in a t-:xt file that can contain over 50 command codes and related parameters. and the 
process of entering this data into the file can be quite cumbersome. Not all of the input commands are required 
for each implementation. but the SW AN model expects the input file to be in a particular format. 
The data includes both alphanumeric command codes and numeric information that will provide SWAN with the 
necessary instructions to generate the required results. 

The general format of the input tile is a list of commands each followed by related parameters. 
The following is an extract from a SWAN command filc template: (see Appendix A for complete listing) 

$ PROject 'name' 'nr' 
$ 'title)' 
$ 
$ 
$ 

'tide2' 
'tide3' 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

MODE STA TionarylNONSTationary TW 0 Dimensi onal/ON EDimensional 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

COORDinates / -> CARTeSian \ 
\ SPHErical CCM/QC I 

SET Ilcveliinoriidepminllmaxmes] [maxerrl 
Igrav I I rho I [inrhog] [hsrerr] & 
CARTesianlNAUTical [p".taill [froudmax] 
[printf] [prtest] 

& 

& 

CGRID / REGular IxpcllypcllalpcJ Ixlencllylencllmxc] [myel \ 
\ CURVilinear Imxcllmyc] (EXCeption [xexcl [yexc]) / 
I CIRcle \ 
\ SECtor Idirllldir21lmdc] / 
Iflowlltbigllmscl 

& 

Figure 2.1 SWAN command file format 

& 

The SWAN commands shown in figure 2.1 are indieated by uppercase instructions and related parameters that 
foHO\\ in the adjacent square brackets. Some of these commands are required. and others are optional. Variables 
inside the square brackets repre~cnt numerical values. Within each group ditTerent commands or variables may 
be set according to specific requirements. The allowed options are determined by a control flow indicated by 
logical operators & (AND) and / (OR). Depending on which options are set the corresponding variables need to 
be specified. As an example. the CGRID command parameters shown above can be interpreted as follows: 

REGular Ixpcl lypellaJpcj IxlellcllyJencllmxcl [mycJ OR 
CURVilinear [mxel [mycl ( EXCeption Ixcxcl [yexcl ) 
AND 
CiRcle OR SECtor IdirlJ Idir21lmdcl 
AND 
Iflowllthigllmsc] 

In a numerical format. the CGRID command may appear as follows: 

CGRID REG 525500.0 6107000.00.0204000.0137000.0204 137 SEC 90 3002100.030.2 10 
Each field is separated by white space. 
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The output file from SWAN (see Appendix B for sample) contains a list of x and y coordinate values and other 
attributes for inter alia Depth and Significant wave height. The output data is in a space delimited text format, 
so results can be extracted into a tabular structure. For the purpose of this dissertation, the following fields in the 
output file will be used to generate 3-D models of the ground profile and wave layers: 

Xp metres X-coordinate 

Yp metres Y -coordinate 

Depth metres Distance to sub aqueous surface 

Hsig metres Significant wave height 

A graphical environment will be developed in which the resulting output files can be visualized. Two layers of 
detail will be modelled. one for the submarine surface (Depth) and the other representing the significant wave 
heights (Hsig) at each coordinate point. A transparency control will be provided to enable the user to see through 
the wave layer and view what lies on the underlying surface. 

- 8 -
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3. VISUALIZATION 

Computerised images consist of of discrete pixels. whose number depends on the resolution. Displaying images 
involves the rendering of each of these pixels in a particular colour. The pixels are stored in a part of computer 
memory called the frame buffer [I] . The depth of this frame buffer determines the number of colours that can be 
represented. ranging from I-bit for two colours to 24-bits or more for true colour. 

This dissertation focuses on two areas of graphical representation, namely user interfaces (2-D) and graphical 
scientific visualization (3-D) . Visualization of scientific information can be described as the merging of data wi th 
the display of geometric objects through cumputer graphiCS [I]. Representing objects that are derived from a 
coordinated list of points requires a process of sorting the data and assembling a model of geometric shapes 
based on vertex and vector information. 

Model rendering involves data processing and transformations such that a list of points in a file can be read, 
interpreted and displayed on the computer screen as geometric shapes, each in a particular colour or texture . The 
forms of these shapes wi 11 be determined by the types of primitives to which the points or vertices are allocated. 
In OpenGL there are various geometric primitives: 

I Points 

P2 - P4· 

PI-

P3 • P5 • 

GL POINTS 

Figure 3.1 OpenGL points 

Lines 

P3 

\ 
P4 

P6 P5 P6 P5 P6 P5 

GL LINES GL LINE STRlP GL LINE LOOP - - - -

Figure 3.2 OpenGL line segments and polylines 

The GL_LINES type is used to draw independent lines, whereas the GL_LINE_STRIP and GL_LINE_LOOP 
line types can be used where a continuous connection is required between a given set of points. With each of the 
line types shown in figure 3.2 the results are produced from the same set of points. In each case the required line 
type is set first and then the points are processed one at a time. The GL _LINES type requires two points to be 
specified for each line. whereas for the GL_LINE_STRIP and GL_LINE~OOP types the first point specifies 
the starting point of the line segment and the second point specifies the segment's end point and the starting 
point of the next segment. 
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Polygons 

P2 P3 P2 P3 P2 P3 

Pl~P4 /r--_~ 
PI -P4 PlOP4 

P6 P5 P6 P5 P6 P5 

GL TRIANGLES GL POLYGON 

Figure 3.3 OpenGL polygon types 

The polygon primitives shown in figure 3,3 above are used to draw independent shapes, and they can be drawn 
filled (as shown) or with edges only , 
There is also an extended group of polygonal shapes that can be used to draw a series of triangles or 
quadrilaterals that share common vertices : 

Polygon Groups 

P2 P4 P6 P2 P4 P6 

AZS/ / / / 
PI P3 P5 PI P3 P5 

GL_QUAD_STRIP GL TRIANGLE STRIP - -

P2 

~4 
PI P5 

GL TRIANGLE FAN - -

Figure 3.4 OpenGL triangle strip, quadrilateral strip and triangle fan 

The 3-D model is constructed by drawing geometric primitives in 3-D space and rendering them with a particular 
colour or texture. The boundaries of shapes are determined by the (x,y,z) coordinates of vertices and the order in 
which they are presented to the processing engine. The final model may be seen from different viewpoints 
through the use of different projection transformations. Parallel orthogonal projections result in a flat view 
parallel to the projection plane, and perspective projections result in views where objects that are further from the 
viewer appear smaller. 

In order to visualize a 3-D object on a computer screen the image needs to be transformed and projected from 
3-D space to a 2-D surface. This process requires the manipulation of the underlying matrices used to represent 
the vertices in 3-D space. Transformations and rotations can be used to view the model from different 
perspectives, and the projected:mage may need to be clipped in order for it to fit into the visible view port. 
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The process of setting up the model and projecting it requires that certain OpenGL options be enabled. OpenGL 
is based on a procedural language, and rendering options need to be switched on (enabled) or switched off 
(disabled) programmatically. These include settings for enabling or disabling inter alia texture mapping, depth 
testing and blending. Texture mapping is the process of applying an image to the surface of a geometric 
primitive instead of specifying a colour. Depth testing is used when multiple objects are displayed, to determine 
which is closer to the viewer. The depth buffer keeps track of each pixel in the viewport to determine the 
distance between the viev.rpoint and the object occupying that pixel. Ifthe specified depth test passes, the 
incoming object is displayed, thereby obscuring any hidden objects. Blending is used to combine the colours of 
current and incoming pixels in the frame buffer. The way that the model is rendered is also determined by the 
type of shading that is to be performed. This can be specified as being flat or smooth. Flat shading results in 
noticeable edges at boundary lines between geometric primitives that are rendered with different colours. As 
Edward Angel writes: "Flat shading will show differences in shading for the polygons in our mesh" [I]. This is 
due to the shading calculation using the normal associated with only one ofthe vertices for each of the 
primitives . To achieve a better result, the graphical model will be rendered using smooth shading, where the 
normals at each of the vertices are used. The boundary lines between primitives of differing colours will be 
blended to create a smoother finish. The type of shading to be used is called Gouralld shading [2]. The normal at 
each vertex is calculated by taking the average of the polygon normals that share that vertex. By using smooth 
shading, "OpenGL interpolates the colors across the faces of the polygons automatically" [I]. 

3.1. 3-D graphics API 

The original OpenGL graphics API is written in C, and its procedures and functions are not directly accessible 
from Java. A middleware API is therefore necessary to make the OpenGL calls available to a Java program 
through a process of wrapping. This process involves making "calls through the Java Native Interface (lNl) to 
call the native OpenGL libraries" [3]. 

Java Application 

Java Virtual Machine 
Java Runtime Environment 

Native Platform 
OpenGL Libraries 

Figure 3.5 Java Native Interface enables Java applications to access native platform libraries 

Since Java does not have built-in 3-D graphical capabilities, it is necessary to implement an add-on package that 
can deal with the complexities of 3-D rendering. Two such packages are investigated: Java3D from Sun 
Microsystems (http ://iava.sun.com/products/java-media/3DL) and gl4Java from Jausoft Software 
(http://wwvvjausoft.com). 
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3.1.1. Java3D 

lava3D is a scene graph-based API that integrates with the standard Java environment through the use of an 
object oriented programming interfacc. lava3D programs "construct individual graphics elements as separate 
objects and connect thcm togeth~r in a tree-like structure called a scene graph. The application manipulates these 
objects using their pre-defined accessor. mutator. and node-linking methods" 141. Accessor methods are used to 
get information from an object. mutator methods are used to change information that is stored in an object. and 
node-linking methods are used to relate the objects in the hierarchical structure. The scene graph is a collection 
of node objects that form a virfua/unlverse 151. The diagram belo\\' indicates a typical seene graph data structure. 

Virtua~ 
umvers:-/ 

Branch group nodes 

Transformation group nodes 

u __ ~ View rh--, Canvas3D ~ __ h_' Screen3D 
'------' 

Physical 
bod v 

Figure 3.6 Typical scene graph data structure 

, , , , , 

Physical 
environment 

The geometric shapes are indicated by the 'S' triangle. and these objects are derived from the Shape3D class. 
This represents each shape that will be drawn to make up the 3-D modeL The "VP" indicates the View Platform 
node which is responsible for the model viewing and orientation from the perspective of the viewer. The Virtual 
Universe may contain a number of Locale nodes. each responsible for their own set of graphical objects. If a 
Locale is active. then one of its Branch Groups needs to contain the View Platform. 

An advantage of this environment is that the programming is object-oriented. and the API provides a high level 
abstraction ofOpenGL or DirectX graphics programming. This allows the programmer to design a 3-D model 
based all. objects and achieve the desired result by changing the behaviour of the objects concerned. Once objects 
have been defined. they can be r~-used in tme object-oriented fashion Apart from objects that describe the 3-D 
shapes. there are also objects that are defined for other clements such as transformations. lights and materials. 
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For developers who \\ant to program in 3-D using Java and not worry about the underlying graphics code, the 
use of Java3 D has been described as "'allowing them to concentrate on content creation and application logic, 
without choking on the details of rendering and arcane programming syntax" 13]. 

A disadvantage of abstracting th..:: OpenGL graphics programming code is that the developer does not have total 
control over the model construction and rendering processes. This is a price that one has to pay for using pre
compiled application interface libraries. 

3.1.2. t:14Java 

gl4Java is an abbreviation of "'OpenGL for Java" 16], and is an API that maps the native C OpenGL functions to 
Java. The methods have been named such that they are the same as standard OpenGL functions with the added 
prefixes "'gl." for GL function calls and "glu" for GLU function calls. Using this naming convention enables one 
to apply C-based OpenGL code to a Java environment by prefixing the function calls appropriately. The method 
of coding 3-D graphics through the usage of gl4Java is therefore very similar to that of native OpenGL. The 
advantage of mapping the syntax closely to the original OpenGL is that one can predict its usage through 
reference to standard OpenGL literature and reference material. 

gl4Java is not a scene graph-based API (as used in Java3D) and the developer is responsible for the entire model 
creation and rendering process. Using this type of API, the developer has more control and flexibility over the 
way that the graphic programming is implemented. Since gl4Java is not scene graph-based the environment is 
not entirely object-oriented. There are elements of abstraction contained within the API. but the majority of the 
OpenGL-related methods are based on a fundamentally procedural format. This is due to the fact that the native 
libraries are written in C which is a procedural language. Object-oriented elements contained , .... ith the API 
include these drawing context components that interact with the Java environmcnt: 

• GLCanvas inherits from Java's AWT Canvas class 
• GLAnimCanvas is a subclass ofGLCanvas and, through implementation of the java.lang.Runnable 

interface. is used as a thread for animated graphics 
• GLJPanel inherits from Java's Swing J Panel class 
• GLAnimlPanel is a subclass ofGLJPancl and, through implementation of the java.lang.Runnable 

interface, is used as a thread for animated graphics 

There are other object based components for incorporating 3-D graphics in an applet. namely: 

• SimpleGLApplet I inherits from Java's A WT Applet class 
• SimpleGLAnimApplet I inherits from Java's A WT Applet class 
• SimpleGLJAppletl inherits from Java's Swing JApplet class 

Composing a 3-D model using gl4Java requires that low-level geometric primitives are assembled to form the 
desired shape. OpenGL does not provide high-level commands for describing models of complex 3-D objects, so 
any complicated shapes need to be constructed programmatically from the basic points, lines and polygons. An 
appropriate data structure for describing the 3-D model needs to be designed, and the programmer is frce to 
choose a suitable framework. 

gl4Java includes texture loading objects which can load image files to be used as textures. One such class is 
PNGTexturcLoader which can be used to load a portable network graphic file from disk. 

Using gl4Java allows the developer the freedom to choose an appropriate structure for the object-oriented 
en vironment. 
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3.1.3. Selectin2 the appropriate API 

In deciding whether to use Java3D or g14Java as the 3-D graphics APt the following questions were asked: 

• Is a scene graph necessary'} 
• How much control over the OpenGL library calls is required') 
• Which option is able to IIltegrate better ,'vith the user interface') 

A scene graph-based API is useful for constructing models of objects that interact with each other. This is due to 
the hierarchical tree-like structure that is used to assemble the various object nodes. An example of where this 
can be applied is in the rendering of a robotic arm. Components that constitute the arm can be defined as 
individual objects with certain behaviour. The final tl}odel is assembled by tying these objects together. 

Visualization of the SWAN output will involve the rendering of mesh-like geographic surfaces. The position of 
these layers relative to each othtT will not change. and each will be modelled as a separate surfuce. There is no 
need for a hierarchical object-onented structure. since any viewing transformation changes will not affect the 
fundamental construction of the underlying model. The transparency properties of the surface will vary. but such 
changes will affect the layer as a whole. 

Both Java3D and gl4Java act as wrappers around the native OpenGL libraries. but differ in their level of 
abstraction. Java3D provides classes and related methods that include pre-written libraries to deal with OpenGL 
integration. whereas those offen.:d in gl4Java allow more control over the OpenGL calls. Having absolute control 
is not always necessary. but when the graphical interface design process is to be discussed. the steps involved 
can be more fully explained if they have been implemented directly. 

In order to determine which API offers the most appropriate integration with the user interface. the different 3-D 
drawing canvas-type options were investigated. The following section discusses the choices made between the 
use of A WT or Swing components. and their impact on the rendering container that was eventually chosen. 
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3.2. A WT or Swing components? 

The Java API contains two options for displaying user interface components: AWT (Abstract Window Toolkit) 
and Swing, 

AWT components make use of peers, which arc described as: "native GUl components that are manipulated by 
the A WT classes" 171, Much of the component behaviour and rendering process is determined by the platform on 
which the code is run, This results in the look andfeel ofthe interface components changing to suit the relevant 
platform, The program code is platform independent. but the way in which the components are painted is not. In 
fact the A WT classes act as wrappers around the peer components 171, 

In an environment where the GliI display needs to eonform to platform-dependent standards. then A WT 
components should be used to maintain a compatible design framework. With the flexibility that object oriented 
inheritance has to offer. standard A WT components are quite rigid, This is due to the fact that they delegate 
much of their functionality to the native GU] components, A WT components are described as heav:nveight. 
which means that they associate with peers and are rendered in their own native contexts 1 T/. Lightweight 
components on the other hand arc not associated directly with peers and are rendered in the context of their 
heavy weight containers [8 J, 

Swing components arc mostly lightweight \"lith the exception of top-level containers. and many nev. feature-rich 
components have been added to the GUI library, They also support a pluggable look and feel. which means that 
a consistent appearance can be maintained across platfonns, This has the advantage of making the user interface 
look the same. regardless of the underlying hardware platfonn, Bruce Eckel describes this feature as follows: 
·"the appearance of the U I can be dynamically changed to suit the expectations of users working under diffcrent 
platforms and operating systems" 191, 

Some of the additional componl'l1ts that arc available in the Swing framework are: 

• JTable ~ for displaying rows and columns of data 
• ITree for displaymg hierarchical data using branch and leaf nodes 
• ITabbedPane for pro\ iding convenient access to more than one panel 
• JSplitPane ~ for displaying two components separated by a divider 

Aside from the fact that these and other Swing components have useful functionality. they also have a fresh. 
modern appeal, 

In designing the user interfaces for this system. it was found that the Swing GUI components \\'erc more versatile 
in behaviour than their A WT counterparts. Also the Swing library contains many more classes like thc JTablc 
and lTree which offer very useful additions to the standard library. 

One area that was found to be problematic was when A WT and Swing components wcre both used in the same 
structure, This is mentioned by David Geary when he writes "T 0 this day. mixing lightweight and heavyweight 
components in the same applct or application can be problematic. especially embcdding heavyweight 
components inside lightweight Gontainers "181. Where this irregularity becamc apparent was when the drawing 
canvas for the 3-D graphics obj~et was added as one of the components inside a JSplitPane, The JSplitPane is a 
lightweight Swing container. and when a 3-D graphics canvas based on a heavyweight A WT component was 
used. the JSplitPane divider could not be movcd in the direction of the AWT canvas, When a 3-D graphic canvas 
based on a Swing component \\as used. the divider could be moved without a problcm, 
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The following 3-D drawing cam as types were tested: 

• Canvas3D(Java3D) - based on an AWT component (problem moving divider) 
• GLCanvas(gI4Java) - based on an A WT component (problem moving divider) 
• GLAnimCanvas(gI4Java) based on an AWT component (problem moving divider) 
• GLJPanel (gI4Java) - based on a Swing component (no problem moving divider) 
• GLAnimJPanel (gI4Java) - based on a Swing component (no problem moving divider) 

Two were found to integrate properly with the user interface Swing components. and these arc GLJPanel and 
GLAnimJPanel. The positions of these within the Java inheritance tree are as follows: 

javalang.Object 

I 
+ .. java.a\\t. Component 

+-java.awt Container 

I 
+·javax.swing.JComponent 

I 
+-javax.s,vingJPand 

I 
+-gI4java.swing.G LJPanel 

I 

+-gI4java.swing.GLAnimJPanel 

Figure 3.7 Java inheritance tree for GLJPanei and GLAnimJPanel classes 

The GLJPanel and GLAnimJPanel classes are contained \\ithin the gl4Java.swing package. The main difference 
between the two is that the GLAnimJPanel can be applied as a thread through its implementation of the 
RlInnahle interface, Wben the GLAnimJPanel class \vas used to contain the 3-D graphical interface. the 
performance of parts of the system was negatively affected. When the 3-D graphic was displayed and one of the 
drop-down menu options selected. the reaction time \:vas very slow The viewport itself was rendered fairly 
quickly (\\ithin a couple of seconds). but its integration with the user interface was found to be poor, Rendering 
the graphical model inside a thread causes the screen image to be redrawn repeatedly according to a particular 
number of frames per second. If the model is not changing. then constantly redrawing it on the screen is not 
necessaf\·. 

To test the system performance \\'ithout implementing a thread. the GLJPanel class was used. This class requires 
that repainting the screen image be handled by the programmer. The viev'lJort was only redra\\TI when a change 
occurred. and not repeatedly as in the case of the thread implementation. By only drawing the 3-D viewport as 
required. the performance of the rest of the system improved. Menu options could be selected without any 
noticeable degradation of response. 

The GLJPanel class was found to be the most appropriate container in which to render the 3-D graphical 
interface. To reduce the chancc of flicker in the rendered image. a system of douhle hutfering is implemented 
where on and off screen images are used interchangeably. \\,bile an image is being displayed on the screen, an 
off screen image can be computed so that when it needs to be displayed .. the buffers just need to be s'vapped. 
This process "allows the CPU to have uninterrupted access to one of the buffers while the video controller has 
uninterrupted access to the other" '2]. 
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4. DESIGN OF THE 2-D USER INTERFACE 

The 2-D interface was implemented using Swing components according to the following general usability 
principles as defined by Dix et 01 [10]: 

Learnability - the ease with which users can learn how to use the system effectively. 
Flexibility - providing users with different methods of interaction to suit their needs. 
Robustness - providing support and feedback to assist users in achieving goals successfully . 

Further design considerations outlined by Foley et 01 [2] have been applied : 

• Be consistent 
• Provide adequate feedback 
• Minimize error possibilities 
• Provide error recovery 
• Accommodate multiple skill levels 
• Minimize the need for memorization 

The user interface will be described, and the functional components discussed according to the above mentioned 
usability and human-computer interaction principles . 

4.1. GUI Component layout 

swan Commands 

~ C] lnput 

D startup 

D Genera l 

()o [j Madel Commands 

~ C] Output 

D (locations) 

D (Q"anlJlles) 

" ISIIoW_,

r: SIIoW GrCUld '
r] SIIoW __ 

U SIIoWGrCUldllash 

QI===== 
o 50 

E __ 13810 

Figure 4.1 Graphical User Interface component layout 
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Graphical Interface components overview 

I. Swan Command Selection Panel - This panel is used to select the relevant data entry group to be 
displayed in the Viewing Area. The input and output commands have been arranged in a tree-like 
structure to aid the navigability of the command categories . 

2. Model Viewing Control Panel- This panel is used to change the model viewing parameters . Different 
selection components have been used according to their functional requirements. 

3. Menu Bar - This is a standard drop-down menu bar from where program options can be selected. 

4. Viewing Area - This is the main display area that will display the 3-D model, coordinate and detail 
table, or a 2-D graphical interface for data entry. 

5. Status Bar - This panel displays information about the model that has been loaded from file. 

4.2. Learnability 

This usability principle concerns the design of a user interface that can be understood by users through the 
implementation of a supporting environment. Users need to feel comfortable with the look and feel of the 
interface and the way that the various controls operate in order to use the system effectively. There are certain 
usability principles that can aid the process of designing a learnable system without creating confusion. Dix et al 
have identified the following principles affecting learnability: [10] 

• Predictability 

• Synthesizabi Iity 

• Familiarity 

• Generalizabi lity 

• Consistency 

These principles are geared to assist with the design of an environment in which the users feels comfortable. 
Those people that will initially use the system are expert users with experience in interacting with engineering 
software and graphical tools. They are exposed to other software products, and as such have developed an 
understanding of the way that common goals can be reached. Novice users might not have developed such a 
clear understanding of how to achieve the same goals, so the interface should be designed to assist them. 
Once users are familiar with the common environment, then learnability principles can be applied to support and 
strengthen the knowledge and understanding of what is already known. 

The user interface has been designed in such a way that the different tasks to be undertaken are grouped 
according to their respective functionality . Two interface elements that have become quite common include the 
use of a drop-down menu bar at the top of the display, and a status bar at the bottom. The menu bar is used as a 
navigational aid to initiate a particular system function, and the status bar is used to provide feedback and display 
relevant information . The use of familiar elements such as these helps the user to understand the system and 
predict the steps that are necessary to accomplish a particular goal. 

To reduce the chance of errors, certain menu options are disabled until their selection becomes appropriate. 
An example of this is that the user cannot view a 3-D model ~Swan 
until the data file has been loaded from disk. The user is able [Ie ~ <>!!IPut Modal 
to see all of the menu items, but those that have been 
greyed-out cannot be selected . 
The effect of preventing errors from occurring is that the 
user is not confronted with unnecessary dialogue boxes to 
explain certain exceptional states . 
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In a similar way, the model data information in the status bar is only displayed once the file has been loaded . The 
status bar elements are visible, but not activated until the details can be appropriately displayed . 

Further examples of interface elements using familiarity and predictability are seen in the use of radio buttons 
and check boxes. These GUI components are used to set options using logical states. 

SUrface Where only one option in a group may be selected, then radio buttons have been 

,~, Colour Map 

o Text .. eMap 

o CMlrIlly CoIourfText .. e 

L ... 

Ir.i Show WlMIIiI!IUr 

Ir.i Show Ground I ... 

o ShowW_ Mesh 

o Show Ground Mesh 

Q====== 
o 50 100 

used. This is shown here by the "Surface" display options. The radio buttons have 
been surrounded by a titled border to further indicate their relationship to each other. 

If multiple options in a list may be selected, then check boxes have been used . The 
state of each check box is clearly indicated by a tick when selected, or empty when 
deselected . These check box controls have also been surrounded by a titled border to 
show that they are related in some way . 

The slider control indicated at the bottom may not be familiar to some users, but its 
use should be fairly predictable. As the slider is moved along the track, the heading 
"Wave Transparency 0%" is updated to indicate the current level of transparency on 
a scale of 0 to 100%. 

Figure 4.3 Model viewing control options 

The principle ofsynthesizability is the ability to assess the current state ofa system based on past operations 
[10] . This means that the user should be able to detennine the current state based on previous interactions with 
the system. The user needs to feel comfortable when a state change has occurred by having such a change 
acknowledged. State changes can be supported through the appropriate use of feedback to ensure that the user is 
aware that a change has occurred . The appropriate use of dialogues can help in this regard to inform the user of 
relevant changes . 

The layout of interface components and their interaction with the system shou Id be carried out in a consistent 
manner. Users will be able to learn a system more effectively if a consistent design approach has been applied . 
A system that does not behave in a consistent manner could result in the user becoming confused and frustrated . 
The interfaces that are used to capture the input data required by SWAN have been designed using a modular 
approach . Each of the data capture panels is grouped according to function . A series of tabbed panes have been 
developed so that within each group, the user is able to see all of the available panels . 

Fi e InpUl OlJIpUl IIIodeI - - - -
Cj Swan Commands : Pr_l Set ~: c-a.Ie ___ I 
~ C'l lnput ._-

D Startup 
Set 

D Generat 
LIM!I(m) I ~ o Cil C'l Model Commands North (deg) 

D Computational Grid Threshold Depth (m) 0.05 

D (Input Fi elds) Max Elf Messages 200 

D (Boundary/Initial Con Error LIMIt Warnings 

D (phys iCS) Grallllalional Acceleration (mls2) 19 81 

D (NumeriCS) Water DensIIy (kg.mJ) 11025 
& Cj Output User output rBlll*ements output based 00 variance 

User / SWAN __ height variance 

Wind & W_ direction conwntion CARTesian 

Power of IMctI frequency tail 

PrInI file Print lo FMe 

Test output file I Print 10 FMe 

Ii 

Il 
Figure 4.4 Startup command group shown with Set panel in front 
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Startup group with the 
Set panel selected. 
The other panels on the 
group; Project, Mode 
and Coordinate System 
can be selected by 
pressing the relevant tab 
heading. The user is 
gu ided as to the type of 
data required by a tool 
tip that displays when 
the mouse is positioned 
over a component. 
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The principle of consistency can be extended to include more generally accepted computer interactions . These 
generalized interactions include those that promote visual familiarity and behavioural predictability . For 
example, the use of recognized shortcuts for common actions: <ctrl> N for "New", <ctrl> 0 for "Open" and 
<ctrl> S for "Save" . 
The behaviour of navigational aids like menus and trees should be applied consistently so that users, who are 
already familiar with their use in other environments, are able to use them without confusion . 

The memorization required to operate this system effectively has been kept to a minimum. Menu and display 
options are presented in natural language, so the user does not have to try to memorize, for example, a set of 
numerical command codes. Perhaps the only area where some form of memorization is needed is in the 
navigation of the 3-D model. Here different mouse and keyboard options are used to perform the tasks of 
zooming, panning and rotating the model. 

4.3. Flexibility 

A flexible system is one that supports different forms of human-computer interaction in such a way that the user 
is able to use the system efficiently and effectively. To support users ranging from novice to expert, different 
navigational and interactive options have been incorporated . These include the use of accelerator keys, shortcuts 
and mouse controls . 

The following factors influencing flexibility have been outlined by Dix et al [10]: 

• Dialogue initiative 
• Multi-threading 
• Task migratability 
• Substitutivity 
• Customizability 

The dialogue between user and system is mostly user pre-emptive, which means that the user is able to decide 
what steps to take in performing a particular task. To allow the user the freedom to select options, those that 
would result in errors are disabled until they can be used appropriately. An example of this is shown in figure 4.5 
below: 

& Swiln 

Swan Commands 
0-L]lnput 

0- Cj Output 

Here the "Model" menu has been activated, and only the "Open 
Data File" option can be selected. The other options in this menu 
are disabled until the data file has been successfully loaded from 
disk. This technique of error prevention has been applied in other 
parts of the system, and they will be discussed further in 
section 4.4. Figure 4.5 also shows the relevant shortcut keys 
associated with the menu options as well as the accelerator keys 
(indicated by the characters that are underlined) . 

Figure 4.5 Model menu showing different menu item states 

In circumstances where the system needs a response from the user, then dialogue boxes have been used. 
For example, when the user selects ' create a new file', then the system prompts to save the existing open data 
set. 

[lose ilctiy~ data s~ . 

~ 
o 

Do you want to save the cw-rent data set? 

Figure 4.6 Confirmation dialogue box 

Here the user is required to make a selection before being able to 
continue with the current procedure . If the dialogue box is dismissed 
without selecting Yes or No, the system is returned to the state that it 
was in prior to the processing of the command that initiated the 
system dialogue. 
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Multi-threading has been implemented in an interleaved format that "permits a temporal overlap between 
separate tasks but stipulates that at any given instant. the dialog is restricted to a single task'- II Ol 
The user interface is divided into different functional areas (as described in section 4.1.) where the main viewing 
windO\\ will either display one of the data capture panel groups_ the model coordinate table or the 3-D graphical 
modeL Each of the objects responsible for these visual components is held in memory until required for display. 
The human-computer interaction will therefore be concentrated on one task at a time. 

Flexibility is offered in the navlgational and interactive structures of the system as follows: 

• Data capture panel groups can be selected by using the drop-down menu or navigational tree structures. 
Both have been implemented using a top-down approach v .. -ith the input and output nodes being the roots 
oftheir respective structures. Child nodes branch off to indicate sub-groups or categories. 

• Accelerator keys havc been assigned to menu items. These come into operation when the user presses 
the alt key on the keyboard followed by the key matching the relevant menu item. With these accelerator 
keys_ the menu structure still has to be traversed one layer at a time. 

• Shortcut keys have been provided for those tasks that may need to be performed a number of times 
These are activated by pressing the control button on the keyboard and the key referring to the relevant 
task Unlike the accelerator keys. shortcut keys activate the relevant option directly without having to 
first traverse any parent menu structure layers. 

• The 3-D model can be viewed from different angles_ panned and zoomed by using mouse and keyboard 
options. Those users who use a mouse with a scroll wheel can use it to zoom in and out of the model. For 
users who don -t have this facility_ then an alternative mouse and keyboard combination is available. 

The different 3-D model viewing controls are as follows 

Zooming out (increasing the elevation) 
Option I: Whilst pressing the <alt> key. press the left mouse button and move the mouse pointer upwards_ 
Option~ Using the scroll button on the mousc, rotate the button away from you. This will aC\iust the elevation 
level by 1 unit. To accelerate th~ zoom factor. press the <shift> key whilst turning the scroll button. 

Zooming in (decreasing the elevation) 
QQtion I: Whilst pressing the <alt> key. press the left mouse button and move the mouse pointer downwards. 
Option 2: Using the scroll button on the mouse, rotate the button towards you. This will adjust the elevation level 
by 1 unit To accelerate the zoom factor. press the <shift> key whilst turning the scroll button_ 

Panning 
Whilst pressing the <shift> key_ press the left mouse button and move the mouse in the direction that you would 
like to move. To accelerate the pan. press the <shift> and <a It> keys together 

Rotating the view 
Press the left mouse button and move the mouse in the desired direction to rotate. 

The main body of the user interlace has panels that are contained \vithin split pane objects. These are separated 
by a divider that can be moved hy the user. The user can. for example. increase the viewing area of the 3-D 
model display by shifting the vertical divider to the desired offset Alternatively if the user wants to increase the 
size of the control panels 011 the left of the display. then the divider can be dragged in the direction of the 
viewlI1g window. The horizontal divider between the Swan command selection and model viewing control 
panels can also be moved up or down to the desired location. These are examples of user-initiated modifications. 

A system-initiated interface modification occurs when a model data file is opened. The model viev,,'ing control 
panel is only displayed once the data file has been successfully loaded. 
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4.4. Robustness 

The robustness of a system can be determined by the ability to successfully achieve a specified goal. Measures 
should be put in place to prevent or catch exceptional conditions in order to maintain a stable system. The 
following principles affecting robustness have been outlined by Dix et al [10]: 

• Observability 
• Recoverability 
• Responsiveness 
• Task conformance 

When the system state changes due to user interaction or otherwise, then feedback of some sort should be 
provided. This is to assist the user in evaluating whether or not the task at hand is being performed correctly. 
Users will get frustrated if there is any doubt as to the success of a given task. 

According to Foley et al [2]: "Feedback can be given at three possible levels, corresponding to the functional, 
sequencing, and hardware-binding (semantic, syntactic, and lexical) levels of user-interface design" . 
Feedback at the hardware level concerns user interaction via the keyboard, mouse or other input device. When a 
text field has system focus and the user types a character, then it should be added to the text displayed in the text 
field. There are times when keystroke events are consumed to prevent the user from typing invalid characters. 
The validity of each key typed is checked and if an inappropriate key entry is encountered, the keystroke is 
prevented from having any affect on the system. This process of consuming events is used as a preventative 
measure against inappropriate numerical data capture . Two key listeners have been implemented; one 
responsible for allowing only integer types and the other for allowing floating point numbers. Any characters 
that would result in an incorrect numerical format are prevented. Hardware feedback responses to mouse 
movements are clearly observed by the cursor moving around the screen. 

Sequencing feedback involves observing the actions required in performing a series of steps . This can be seen 
when browsing the menu structure for a specific option. The menu option at each step is highlighted to show the 
currently selected item. Other examples include a button that changes colour 'when it has been pressed, and the 
cursor visibly moving to the next text field in a sequence when the tab button is pressed . 

Functional feedback displays information relating to changes in system state such that the user can tell whether 
something has happened. This type of feedback has been implemented in a number of instances: 

• When the wave transparency slider is moved, the current percentage transparency is displayed as a 
number from 0 to 100%. 

• When the zoom factor for the 3-D model is changed, the current elevation is displayed in the status bar. 
• Dialogue boxes are displayed to present information of the following types: 

o Confirmation message dialogue 
o Input dialogue 
o Message dialogue of one ofthe following types 

• Error message 
• Informational message 
• Warning message 
• Question message 
• Plain message 

Save [onflguratlon • 

The variable states has been SlM!dto C:'lSwan\Test PaneLswc 

Figure 4.7 Informational dialogue box 

Figure 4.7 shows a dialogue box that is displayed once a 
data set has been successfully saved to disk. The path 
and name of the saved file are displayed to inform the 
user of its location. 
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Another type of feedback that has been deployed includes the use of tool tips. This is especially useful when 
used with the data capture panels . A lot of the required fields are domain specific, and therefore a brief 
description of the function and required data type of each can assist the user in entering the correct information. 

~. Sat C!!!!!!....;: Co«tbIi ...... l 

pi 

In figure 4.8 the mouse is positioned over the 
text field next to the label "Level (m)". The tool 
tip that pops up provides more detail as to the 
type of information that is required as well as to 
the relevant numerical format. The use of tool 
tips in this regard can provide a lot of help to 
the user in a passive way. The user does not 
have to go hunting through help dialogues for 
an explanation of what is required for a 
particular data item. As the mouse is moved 
over the item, the description is displayed just 
beneath the current pointer location. This is an 
advantage of using tool tips since the focus is 
concentrated around the current mouse pointer 

Sat 

LIMII(m) 0 

NoI1h (deg) 1ft Constant increase in water level (DeCimal numb!!l.l 

Threshold Depth (m) O .~ I! 
Max Err Messages Iwo , 
Error LIM!! I Warnings "" , 
GrlMlalional Acceleration (mIs2) 9.81 

water DensiIy (kgIm3) t025 1! 
-

lISer IUpUI requiremellls output based on variance .... 
lIAr I SWAN __ height variance 

MId & Wave drection cOlMWllion CARTesian .... 
~ f1( high frequency Ial 

PmlfIe Prlnllo Fie "" 
Test output fie I Prlnllo File .... , 

position. 
Figure 4.8 Tooltip usage 

Through the use of tool tips the user does not have to refocus on another part of the screen in order to get the 
relevant help or information. 

The system has been designed to eliminate the possibility of errors, where possible. Where an error does occur, 
the user is presented ·with a dialogue box that explains what has happened, and suggests a possible remedy. The 
user is then able to take corrective measures to recover from an exceptional condition. 

10 Error : .. Figure 4.9 shows an example ofa dialogue box that is displayed 
when the user tries to open a file of the incorrect type. Plain 
language has been used for error messages so that the user is 
adequately informed of what has gone wrong. If error codes 
were used, the user may still have needed to peruse further 
documentation to ascertain the reason for an error. 

o 

Error reacmg Swan Command Fie 

Please make sure that the fie format is correct 

The fie extension shcUd be .swe 

Figure 4.9 Error message dialogue box 

Once data has been typed into a text field, it remains editable so that values can be amended after they have been 
entered. If the user finds that too many incorrect values have been entered into the numerical fields, then a new 
data set can be initialized by selecting to start a new file. The user is therefore able to recover to the initial state 
and those text fields that have default values will be reinstated. 

Further feedback is seen where, before the current data set is closed, the user will be prompted to save the values. 
Ifthe values are to be saved for future use, then the states of the objects representing the panels are serialized to 
disk in a binary format. Tills means that the current object states including text field values and combo box 
settings will be saved. The objects themselves can be read back at a future time through a process of de
serialization when the encapsulated states of the objects can be reconstructed . 

trl "> 

View ! al*l : 111- T 

!:!eset Model View III 

Recoverability can also be seen witmn the context of the 3-D model viewport where the 
initial view can be returned to at any time. If the user finds that the current view ofthe 
model is not appropriate and would like to reset the view, then this can be achieved by 
either selecting "Reset Model View" from the View menu, or using the shortcut key 
<ctrl> R, as shown in figure 4.10. 

Figure 4.10 Model menu enables recovery of the model view 
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Feedback is presented to the user as soon as possible after the need for such communication, and so the 
perceived responsiveness of the system should be instantaneous. Certain system responses are in the form of 
dialogue boxes that are displayed after the user requests to perform a certain action. These are mostly in the form 
of confinnation dialogues, like when the user wants to open a new data set or exit the program. 

Select an Option 

C2> 00 )JIOU want to s_ the anent data set? 
<> 

C2> 00 ~u reallj want to exll? 
<> 

Figure 4.11 Examples of confirmation dialogues 

Another aspect of system responsiveness that does not require any feedback from the user is evident where 
infonnation is updated in real-time. Two such instances of this type offeedback are seen in the display of the 
current model elevation in the status bar and transparency level indicated above the transparency slider. Each 
time the user zooms in or out of the model vie·wport, the current elevation is updated as the change occurs, and 
when the wave transparency percentage is adjusted by moving the slider, the numerical representation is updated 
automatically. These updated display components are indicated in figure 4.12. 

~ Tr8llSParency~ 
=====:!Ql=== 
o 50 100 

~Ion: 1725 0 MaxDepth: 23.114 MaxHsig: 3.75006 POiNS: 7245 

Figure 4.12 Real-time feedback 

One perfonnance issue regarding responsiveness ofthe drop-down menus was encountered. The 2-D user 
interface includes a component that is used to house the 3-D model viewport. When different graphical contexts 
were tested, it was found that those running as threads had a negative impact on the responsiveness of the system 
and the reaction time of the drop-down menus. When non-threaded graphical contexts were used, then the drop
down menus were no longer sluggish, and their responsiveness was improved dramatically. 

TI1e issues surrounding task conformance are user-centric and any concerns in this regard will be observed more 
fully during the system evaluation process, but the following aspects of user expectations have been catered for: 

• providing a user friendly means of capturing SWAN command input parameters 
• providing a means to generate the SWAN command text file in the correct format 
• viewing the SWAN output file in a graphical context 
• allowing free movement to view the graphical model from different perspectives 
• providing a transparency tool to view multiple layers simultaneously 
• providing a rendered model that describes the underlying data set with sufficient detail 
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5. DESIGN OF THE 3-D GRAPHICAL INTERFACE 

The process of visualizing numerical data in a graphical context consists of the following three basic stages: [13] 

Data structure - the construction of a data set that represents the physical forms to be modelled 
Model representation - the selection of an internal means of representing the model 
Model rendering - the rendering of the model as an image on a graphical display 

The graphical programming has been implemented using OpenGL with gl4Java acting as a Java wrapper for the 
native OpenGL libraries. The data structure used to formulate the 3-D model will be discussed, followed by 
rendering solutions and issues surrounding the implementation of transparency . 

5.1. Data structure 

The file used to generate the 3-D model consists of a list of coordinates for points and related attributes . This 
information needs to be read from disk and converted to an appropriate internal format to be used in the model 
generation process . The numerical data stored in the file is in a tabular format with each fi eld separated by white 
space. 

The JTable class is one of the Java Swing components which has been used to store the values contained within 
the output file . The lTable serves a dual purpose; firstly as a storage container for the data fields, and secondly as 
a means of displaying the data in a spreadsheet format. Using this type of display structure enables the users to 
visualize the data in a familiar format. Figure 3.1 below shows the Hable displayed in the user interface. 
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602850. 
602875. 
602900. 
602925. 
602950. 
602975. 
603000. 
60'3025. 
603050. 
603075. 
6 03 100~ 
603125. 
603150. 
6031 75. 
603200. 
603225. 
603250. 
603275. 
603300. 

Vt:::===== 603325. 
603350. 

o 50 100 603375. 

Elevation: 1725 .0 Max Depth: 23.114 

A J B 

Table :Tabla 1 

Yp 
[m] 

6220250. 
6220250. 
6220-250. 
6220250. 
6220250. 
6220250 . 
6220250 
6220250. 
6220250 . 
6220250. 
6220250. 
6220250. 
6220250. 
6220250. 
6220250. 
6220250. 
6220250 
6220250 
6220250. 
6220250. 
6220250. 
6220250. 
6220250 
62 20 250 
6220 250. 
6220250 
6220250 
6220250. 
6220250. 
6220250. 

1 

Depth 
[m] 

8.6338 
8.7832 
8.87 51 
8.9375 
9 0764 
9.4615 
9.8290 
10.1464 
10.4718 
11.0622 
11.401 3 
11 .5606 
11.7387 
11.9225 
12.0255 
12.0690 
12.290 4 
12.4300 
12.5977 
12.7782 
12.9 344 
13.041 0 
13.11 06 
13 0920 
13.1309 
13.169 4 
13.3680 
13.4741 
13.5745 
13.6858 

C 

Max Hsig: 3.75006 Points: 7245 

Figure 5.1 JTable used to display coordinate detail list 

I 

HsiQ 
[m] 

1.08139 
1.19331 
1.29885 
1.34221 
1 35666 
1.33140 
1.28761 
1.18289 
1.06951 
.97534 
.972 40 
.99008 
.99404 
.98865 
.9768 4 
.96976 
.95122 
.94564 
94019 
.93999 
.94114 
.941 24 
.94 101 
94230 
.93750 
93302 
.92573 
92471 
.92252 
.91998 

D I 

Tm Ol 
[sec] 

17.3403 
17.3313 
17.3244 
17.3134 
17.2905 
17.2487 
17.1954 
17.1088 
16.9922 
16.8556 
16.8160 
16.8231 
16.811 6 
16.7867 
16.7650 
16.7578 
16.7398 
16.7200 
16.6941 
16.6781 
16.6573 
16.6374 
16.61 36 
16.5932 
16.5764 
16.5551 
16.5222 
16.4860 
16.44 35 
163928 

E I 

PkOir 
[deM 

91 .000 
91.000 
91.000 
91.000 
91 .000 
91 .000 
91.000 
91 .000 
91.000 
91.000 
91.000 
91.000 
91 .000 
91 .000 
91.000 
91 .000 
89 .000 
89 .000 
89 .000 
89 .000 
89 .000 
89 .000 
89 .000 
89 .000 
89.000 
89 .000 
89 .000 
89 .000 
89 .000 
89 .000 

F I 0 

Tpeak 
[sec] 

18.8671 
18.8671 
18.8671 
18.8671 
lB.8671 
18.8671 
l B.8671 
1B.8671 
18.86 71 
1B.8671 
1B.8671 
1B.8671 
18.8671 
18.8671 
18.8671 
18.8671 
18.8671 
l B.8671 
188671 
1B.8671 
18.8671 
18.8671 
1B.8671 
18.8671 
18.8671 
18.8671 
18.867 1 
18.8671 
18.86 71 
18.8671 

The JTable is placed within a JScroJlPane so that any row in the table can be viewed by adjusting the vertical 
scroll bar to the desired position. 
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Before the input data file is accepted into the program, it is checked as follows : 

l. Each line of the file is read into a StringTokenizer using the white space character as delimiter. This 
object type takes a string and breaks it up into individual tokens by e:\1racting the characters between the 
specified delimiter character(s). The fields in each line can then be extracted and individually referenced 
(the white space separating the fields will have been removed). 

2. The column names "Xp", "Yp", "Depth" and "Hsig" are searched for, and iffound, their column 
numbers are recorded. If the column names are not found, then the file is rejected and assumed to be of 
the wrong format. As long as the column headers are found, their position in the file does not matter 
since the detennined column number references will be used when reading from the table . 

3. The starting row of the numerical data is detennined by fmding the first row that contains only 
numerical values. This is achieved by trying to parse the strings as floating point numbers - if an 
exception is thrown, the next row is checked. Once each value in a row can be converted to a floating 
point number type then this is assumed to be the starting row of the numerical data. 

4. Each value from the data file is read and stored in an array of strings that will constitute the data 
structure of the lTable. This is a double array that will contain the same number of columns and rows 
that are present in the data file. 

Once the table has been created, the process of assembling the 3-D model data structure continues . 
Each row in the table contains x, y and z values that will be ex1racted into a vertex list to be used when creating 
the OpenGL geometric primitives. Two levels of infonnation are to be modelled; one based on the depth ofthe 
sea bed, and the other based on the significant wave height (Hsig) at each coordinate point. 
To generate vertex lists for each of these surfaces, the x, y & z values need to be extracted from the data table as 
follows: 

Ground profile: Xp, Yp and Depth 
Wave surface: Xp. Yp and Hsig 

A class called Vertex3fhas been defined from which to create objects that represent the 3-D point information . 
Each vertex object is created by passing three float values representing the x, y and z coordinates of that point. 
Two arrays of Vertex3f objects are created; one for the ground profile points and the other for the wave surface 
points . The vertices representing the ground profile each have their z values negated to ensure that the surface to 
be generated will be drawn below sea level (zero). The wave layer vertices have positive z values to indicate 
their significant wave heights above zero. 

The vertex lists encode a linear representation of a regular point grid . The distances between in the grid points in 
the x and y planes are constant. The values for the number of columns and rows in the grid as well as the 
constant x and y increments are determined by first establishing the number of columns in the model. Starting 
with the first vertex, the x value is read and compared to each subsequent x value. As soon as the same value is 
encountered then the next row in the model has been reached. The number of columns is then equal to the 
number of points with a changing x value. The incremental amount is equal the constant change in distance 
between the points along the x-axis. The number of rows is detennined by comparing the y values, and when a 
different value is encountered, the next column has been reached . The number of rows is equal to the number of 
sets of vertices that have a constant y value and the incremental change is the distance between the points along 
the y-axis. If the vertices are viewed along the z-axis, then the points will form a regular grid. 

.. x • 
.. .. • • • • • • • • • • • 

yl • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • ". • • • • 

Figure 5.2 Regular grid format 
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5.2. Model description 

To display a surface that covers each of the vertices, filled OpenGL geometric polygon types will have to be 
used. Since the grid can be seen as a series of rectangular shapes, the surface could be constructed using 
quadrilateral or triangular primitives. Using triangular shapes will require twice as many primitives to be 
rendered, but offers the advantage of providing more definition and clarity in the final rendering. This is due to 
the fact that using quadrilaterals could result in non-planar surface segments if the vertices do not lie within the 
same plane. On the other hand, triangular primitives bound by three vertices will always be planar, since a flat 
surface can be derived from any three points. 

If individual triangles are used to render the surface then each requires three vertices to be passed. A more 
effective structure is to use triangle strips which share common vertices. In rendering a series oftriangles, the 
first will require all three vertices to be passed, but subsequent triangles will only require one additional vertex 
each. This is due to the fact that adjacent triangles share two common vertices. Figure 5.3 shows numbered 
vertices followed by the resulting triangles. 

columns .. 

~l 
2~ 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 

• • .. • • • • • • • -. • • 
Figure 5.3 Triangle strip vertex arrangements 

Resulting triangles from the above triangle strip : 
1-2-3, 2-4-3 , 3-4-5, 4-6-5 , ... to ... 22-24-23,23-24-25 and 24-26-25 
To create sufficient triangles to render the entire surface will require (rows -1) triangle strips. 

In order to achieve a smooth Gouraud shading of the final 3-D model, the normals at the vertices need to be 
calculated. These are determined by first calculating the normals for each triangle in the mesh and then taking 
the average around each vertex . Care must be taken to ensure that the front facing normals are calculated for 
each triangle. This is achieved by using counter-clockwise winding of the vertices used to calculate the normals. 

A Vector3f class has been defined for dealing with functions like adding vectors, calculating the cross product of 
two vectors and determining the magnitude of a vector. The steps involved in calculating the front face triangle 
normals involves taking the cross-product of two vectors in a counter-clockwise winding, so 
if the normal of Vector 1 and Vector 2 below is to be determined: 

normal 

Vector 2 Vector 1 

Figure 5.4 Front-face triangle normal 

Assuming Vector 1 = (a, b, c) and Vector 2 = (x, y, z), 
then the normal is determined by taking their cross-product: 

normal = Vector I x Vector 2 
normal = (bz - cy, cx - az, ay - bx) 

and the unit normal vector is established by dividing the 

vector components by the magnitude J(x2 + y 2 + Z2) 
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Once the normal for each triangle has been calculated, then the normal at each vertex can be determined by 
taking the average normal of the triangles that share the vertex, takjng note of the number of triangles adjacent to 
each vertex : 

Top right and bottom left grid points: one triangle 
Top left and bottom right grid points: two adjacent triangles 
Other grid points along the edges : three adjacent triangles 
Points inside the grid: six adjacent triangles 

Figure 5.5 shows the number of triangles that surround each vertex. The different triangle arrangements have 
been shaded to illustrate the relative numbers as described above. 

~
54 
I 3 

2 

Figure 5.5 Number of triangles per vertex 

Once the vertex normals have all been calculated, the data structure for model representation is complete, and 
consists of the following object arrays for each surface: 

• Vertex list as an array of Vertex~r objects 
• Triangle normal list as an array of Vector ~fobjects 
• Vertex nonnallist as an array of Vector ~f objects 

When the surfaces are assembled using this data structure, the vertices and related normals are processed using 
triangle strips for rendered surfaces, and line strips for wire-frame layers. Triangle strips, as shown in figure 5.3 , 
are processed one row at a time until the entire surface has been constructed . The vertices are handled in the 
order indicated in figure 5.3 in a looping structure such that each iteration processes two vertex points. 

The construction of each wire-frame surface is achieved by using two sets of line strips . One is used to draw 
lines representing each grid row, and the other to stitch the rows together in a triangular formation. These are 
illustrated in figures 5.6 to 5.8. The vertices are processed one at a time and the result is a continuous line joirung 
each of the vertex points . 

columns .. • 

~l 
'. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Figure 5.6 Line strip drawn for each row 
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columns 
~ 4 

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 

~I 3 7 9 15 17 23 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Figure 5.7 Line strip used to join two rows 

When the two line strips shown in figures 5,6 and 5,7 are superimposed, a triangular wire-frame surface similar 
to that used to construct the triangle strips emerges , 

columns 
4 

~I 
• • ' . • • • • • • • • • • 

Figure 5.8 Wire-frame constructed from two line strips 

The wire-frame layer is drawn one row at a time until the entire surface has been modelled , 

5.3. Multiple surface layering 

The surfaces to be rendered represent both static and dynamic objects, Static layers are those surfaces that do not 
have adjustable attributes; i,e, 

• Ground surface profile 
• Ground surface mesh (wire-frame) 
• Wave surface mesh (wire-frame) 

The term mesh as applied to the surface layers is used to indicate a wire-frame outline, 

Once these layers have been constructed they can be turned on or off, with no intermediate state , The only 
property that can change is the appearance depending on whether the model is being rendered with a colour or 
texture map , 

The wave surface is a dynamic layer which has an adjustable element of transparency, This layer can be turned 
on or off, but can also assume intermediate states depending on the current level of transparency that is set by the 
user. 

Whenever an element of the rendered model changes through user interaction, the displayed image has to be 
repainted to the screen, Depending on the size and complexity of the model , this process can demand a fair 
amount of computational processing, So the idea of reducing the required processing \-vas investigated, and it was 
found that OpenGL can render images in immediate mode and retained mode (I]. 
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When rendering the displayed image using immediate mode, the vertices and related attributes are processed to 
draw the specified geometric shapes on the display. Each time the display needs to be refreshed the geometric 
shapes have to be re-processed and redrawn. This type of processing is used for the wave surface layer that has 
adjustable transparency. But what about the other displayed layers that do not have adjustable properties? 
The ground surface layer as well as ground and wave mesh layers are rendered in retained mode through the use 
of display lists . 

Using display lists allows the relevant objects to be defined once, and stored in an area of memory for re-use at a 
later stage . Whenever the object is required for rendering it is called from memory and displayed. By not having 
to re-process the vertices of those layers that do not have changing properties, the load on the graphics processor 
can be reduced. These compiled lists are then available to be called when required. Whenever the displayed 
image needs to be repainted, a check is made to determine which layers are to be shown and the relevant display 
lists are called. 

The process of layering multiple surfaces requires that they are ordered according to depth. This is to ensure that 
when the user is viewing the model, the ground surface is hidden beneath the wave layer, unless the wave 
transparency is set to a value higher than zero. As the wave transparency is adjusted, the underlying ground 
surface becomes more prominent. 

The ground and wave mesh layers are generated slightly proud of their underlying feature surfaces to prevent 
them from merging, or the wire-frame outlines getting lost inside the surfaces they are highlighting. This 
phenomenon is known as stitching or z-fighting. Since the rendered feature surface and wire-frame details are 
based on the same vertices, they share similar depth z-values. When the image is displayed in the vievvport, there 
can be times when the rendered surface is draw in front ofthe wire-frame, and other times when the wire-frame 
is drawn in front. To ensure that the wire-frame is always shown in front ofthe underlying surface, the depth 
value at each vertex point is elevated slightly. The net result is that the undesirable stitching effect is removed . 

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 illustrate the effect of stitching. 

Figure 5.10 View ofthe wire-frame mesh 
applied to the ground surface. Stitching has 
been removed . 
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Figure 5.9 View of the wire-frame mesh applied 
to the ground surface showing the effect of 
stitching 
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5.4. Model Rendering 

The 3-D model needs to be rendered so that the user is able to identify the different properties of the ground and 
wave surfaces . These properties include differences in depth and contour patterns. To aid this visualization two 
rendering options have been used; one based on a colour map, and the other based on a texture map . 

Using colour to illustrate varying depth values or patterns is referred to by a technique known as pseudo 
colouring , and is described as "the technique of representing continuously varying map values using a sequence 
of colors" [14] . Model regions are rendered in varying colours to assist with the visualization ofthe following: 

• perception of ground and wave features 
• recognition of high and low points in the model 

Using a colour map, the 3-D graphic can be rendered with different colours or shades depending on the different 
ground depths or wave heights that are present in each region of the model. Each model file that is rendered may 
have differing depth and height ranges, so the colour regions have been set up on a relative scale of one to ten 
and are not dependent on hard-coded values. Each layer has a light colour for indicating minimum levels and a 
dark colour for maximum levels. 

The different light and dark colours for the wave and ground surface layers are as follows: 

Wave sul"face 
Light Colour 
This light blue shade is used to indicate those wave regions that have the minimum wave 

. on a scale of one to ten . 
Dark Colour 
This dark blue shade is used to indicate those wave regions that have the maximum wave 

. on a scale of one to ten. 

Figure 5.11 Light and dark colour values for wave surface 

Ground surface 
Light Colour 
This yellow colour is used to indicate those ground surface regions that have the minimum 

on a scale of one to ten. 
Dark Colour 
This red colour is used to indicate those ground surface regions that have the maximum 

on a scale of one to ten. 

Figure 5.12 Light and dark colour values for ground profile surface 
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In order to achieve a spectrum of colours that are perceived to be ordered, a visualization technique outlined by 
Ware has been applied . He describes the technique as follows : "a perceptually ordered sequence will result from 
a series of colors that monotonically increases or decreases with respect to one or more of the color opponent 
channels" [14]. 

The colours are described by specifying values for the red, green and blue channels that make up the each RGB 
colour Each colour is set by keeping two of the channels constant, and adjusting the third on a sliding scale. 
Following are the colour palettes that indicate the different colours used in the model rendering process: (the 
percentage saturation of each colour channel is indicated) 

RO/o G% BOlo Wave Height Ground Depth RO/o G% BOlo 

0 100 100 Shallow 100 100 0 

0 90 100 100 90 0 

0 80 100 100 80 0 

0 70 100 100 70 0 

0 60 100 100 60 0 

0 50 100 100 50 0 

0 40 100 100 40 0 

0 30 100 100 30 0 

0 20 100 100 20 0 

0 0 100 Deep 100 0 0 

Figure 5.13 Colour map showing gradient levels 

The resulting height or depth gradients are represented by colour bands of the relevant colour. The minimum 
value in each case is assumed to be zero, and the maximum is determined by recording the highest value present 
in the model file. This means that the visual representations of the different wave height or ground depths are 
constrained to a range that is proportional to the maximum value present in the model. 

By constraining depth or height ranges to a particular colour, noticeable borders will be displayed at the 
transitions from one colour region to another These visible boundaries will help the user to identify high and 
low areas in the model, as well as any ground features or wave formations that get outlined in the process. 
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Wave colours vary from light blue RGB (0, 255,255) to dark blue RGB (0, 0,255). The value for the green 
channel is reduced on a slidjng scale. The changes in shades of blue from light to dark have been used to 
approximate the real world appearance of water where shallow areas appear lighter and deeper areas appear 
darker blue, as shown below in figure 5.14. 

Figure 5.14 Wave surface rendered with colour map showing shallow and deep water areas 

Ground colours vary from yellow RGB (255, 255, 0) to red RGB (255 , 0, 0). The value for the green channel is 
reduced on a sliding scale. Figure 5.15 shows the ground profile rendered with a colour map. 

Figure 5.15 Ground profile rendered with colour map showing low and high regions 

The boundaries between the different colour ranges result in visible edges, indicating the steps in depth or height 
gradation. 
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Rendering the model using a texture map yields different results that highlight the ground profile and wave 
height patterns more vividly. The texture used is based on an image such that a more uneven colour spread 
results in distinct boundaries between the regions. This aids the visualization from the perspective of identifying 
more detailed patterns and formations. 

Figure 5.16 Wave Layer shown with Texture Map surface 

Figure 5.17 Ground profile shown with Texture Map surface 

The texture map rendering of the model can be used to view any relationships that may exist between the 
surfaces. The distinct boundary lines aid the visualization process especially when the wave transparency is 
adjusted. 
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5.5. Transparency 

The Idea of using semi-transparency to assist in identifying object relationships in a 3-D model is outlined by 
Zhai et aJ [111 as he writes "One of the key challenges in 3-D interface design is to effectively reveal spatial 
relationships among objects within a 3-D space. particularly in the depth dimension" In his discussion on the 
properties ofsemi-transparenc~. Zhai covers two aspects that are relevant to the design of this system: 

• semi-transparent surfaces do not block the view ofunderlymg objects and allow an a\vareness of the 
background information to be maintained 

• relational and discrete depth information about the position of a semi-transparent surface. relative to 
others. can be observed Ill]. 

Transparency. as applied in this pr~iect is used to assist users with identifying relationships that may exist 
between the wave surface and underlying ground profile. 

To enable the rendering of transparent objects using OpenGL the technique of alpha-blending [J I has been used. 
An additional alpha (a) channel is added to the standard RGB colour model. resulting in colours that are defined 
as RGBa. The RGB channels still refer to the red. green and blue aspects of the colour. and the a channel is used 
to determine relative transparency. To use the RGBa colour mode OpenGL blending needs to be enabled and a 
blending function specified. Blending is required since the colour to be displayed on the screen will bc a 
combination of colours from ditferent objects. 

The range of transparency used in OpenGL ranges from opaque (a l) to fully translucent (a 0). To make the 
value selection more meaningful to the user, a slider tool has been provided where a percentage value from 0 to 
100 can be selected. The chosen percentage value is then interpolated to fall within the range of 0 to I. 

Opaque objects block all light from passing through so that any objects rendered behind it arc obscured from 
view Translucent objects with II 0 allow all light to pass through such that they appear invisible. An a value 
betwccn 0 and 1 results in a corresponding amount of light passing through the object. thus giving the effect of 
relative transparency. The OpenGL blend function is set up by specifying source and destination blend factors. 

The blend factors have been specified as follows 
• source factor = source u. This refers to the alpha value of the display pixel colour to be drawn. 
• destination factor = ( 1- source a) This refers to the corresponding currently stored alpha value for the 

display pixel. 
These factors have been chosen to ensure that "both transparent and opaque polygons arc handled correctly and 
that neither colors nor opacities can saturate" [ 11. 

The resulting colour and transparency values are found by combining the source and destination colour channels 
with the source and destination factors specified above. 

If the source colour is specified as (R" G" B" a,) and the destination as (R", G", Bd, ad) then the resulting 

colour is calculated as follows: 

Figure 5.18 Calculating composite colour and a channel values 

The resulting colour and a values still need to fall within the range 0 to I so if a combined colour value would 
exceed these bounds. it is restricted to 0 or I. 

Those surfaces that are not transparent have been hard-coded with an a value of I. and the surface representing 
the wave layer with a variable a value that changes according to a user-selectable value. 
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Using alpha-blending as a means to view multiple opaque and semi-transparent objects has shortcomings. 
OpenGL maintains a z-buffer that is used to store information about the depth attribute of each pixel. The 
problem is that the z-buffer does not record sufficient information to determine the relative ordering of objects 
when multiple transparent and opaque objects are combined [2]. This means that the rendered image may 
produce different results depending on the order in which the objects are drawn. To work around this problem, 
the opaque objects can be rendered first followed by the semi-transparent ones. The translucent objects will also 
have to be ordered to achieve a consistent rendering. This does not strictly apply to the system being developed, 
since only a single semi-transparent layer is being modelled and this is always positioned as the top surface. The 
different surface layers are sorted from bottom to top (back to front) to ensure that the alpha-blending results 
produce the desired effect 

The surface to which adjustable transparency can be applied is the wave layer which is always rendered above 
the underlying ground surface. This means that once the opaque ground surface has been drawn, the semi
transparent wave layer is rendered using alpha-blending to combine the colours of the ground and wave surfaces 
proportional to the alpha value at each point. 

The user is able to dynamically adjust the level of transparency that is applied to the wave layer by moving a 
slider to indicate a particular percentage. 

WiM! Transparency 27% 

=Q==== 
o 50 100 

The slider tool shown in figure 5.19 displays the current transparency percentage 
to adequately inform the user of the current level of wave transparency. 

Figure 5.19 Transparency slider tool 

Figure 5.20 shows example of viewing the wave and ground layers using texture mapping and the wave 
transparency set to 25% 

Figure 5.20 Wave and ground surfaces viewed together with 25% wave transparency applied 
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6, EVALUATION 

The evaluation of the system im olves a process of usability testing to ensure that the users arc able to use the 
software effectively. Any issues relating to problems that users have with the system should be documented in 
order to implement any improvements that are deemed necessary 

6.1. Usability testing 

User interfaces can be evaluated in one of four basic \\'ays. as outlined by Nielsen: 1151 

• Automatic evaluation where the usability is computed by a program according to some user interface 
specifications. 

• Empirical evaluation where the user interface is tested by real users to find any problems that may 
exist. 

• Formal evaluation \,·here a strict set of formulae is used to calculate interface usability. 
• Informal evaluation where no set guidelines are applied. but evaluators adjudicate an interface 

according to their own experience. 

The use of automatic and formal evaluation methods could require a substantial investment in time and money to 
set up the required scientific guideline framework and suitable environment Empirical and informal methods 
would require less resources since users can test the interface in their own existing working environments. 
Involving users in the testing phase has the benefit of making them feel that they have been part of the 
development process. Their input is important and any comments made should be taken into consideration in 
order to improve the usability of the system. 

The user interface to be tested has been developed for a specific domain and therefore some prior knowledge of 
what the system is about will assist with the testing process. The best people to test the system are those who arc 
familiar with the problem domall1. and arc also familiar with basic human-computer mteraction needs. Expert 
users can be described as those who arc familiar with the problem domam. 

To decide which evaluation pm-::edure to follow the following list highlights those that involve testing by expert 
users: 1161 

• Heuristic evaluation. Expert reviewers make comments on the usability of an interface according to a 
list of heuristics to determine problem areas. This fairly informal inspection method involves a few 
evaluators and is inexpensive and relatively easy to implement. 

• Guidelines review. The interface is checked for compliance with organizational guideline documents. 
This inspection method can be very time consuming if the guideline documents are lengthy. 

• Consistency inspection. Experts check a series of interfaces to ensure that a consistent design approach 
has been implemented. 

• Cognitive walkthrough. Experts simulate users walking through a systcm to achieve certain goals. 
Typical use cases and tasks are carried out by the evaluators. 

• Formal usability inspection. The interface is discussed in a meeting by a team of experts and chaired 
by a moderator. The merits and weaknesses of the interface are presented and discussed. 

In a comparison of four different techniques: heuristic evaluation. software guidelines. cognitive walkthroughs 
and usability testing. Jeffries ef al r 17] found heuristic evaluation to be the most effective. In their comparative 
testing. the heuristic evaluation process identified more problems than the other methods and at the lowest cost 

Heuristic evaluation is referred to as a discount usability engineering method because of the fact that it is cheap 
and easy to implement In a discussion on heuristic evaluation. Nielsen and Molich r 18] recommend that 
between three and five evaluators are used. The average number of usability problems found grows rapidly with 
up to five evaluators. and then ~tarts to diminish. Using a minimum of three evaluators should provide sufficient 
insight into any usability problems that exist 
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6.2. Heuristic evaluation process 

The usability testing of the Swan interface program \\'as carried by three expert users through a process of 
heuristic evaluation, The evaluators are domain experts with experience in interacting with other 3-D graphical 
software and will therefore have some prior knowledge of particular usability issues that may be encountered, 

The evaluators were each presented with an evaluation pack (sec Appendix C) \"hich contains the list of 
heuristics and a user guide explaining the program operation. They were also given a piece of paper on which to 
write their comments relating to the usability of the system. The users were asked to critique the system not only 
according to the guidelines presented but also based on any other criteria that they Sa\'. fit 

Heuristics are guidelines that relate to recognized usability principles. Ten such heuristics were used as a 
framework for usability testing. These were originally developed by Molich and Nielsen [ 19 J and later refined to 
the following: Ii 01 

1. Visibility of system status. 
The system should provide sufficient feedback so that users are aware of what is happening. 

2. Match between system and the real world. 
Information should be displayed in a logical format that is meaningful to the users, 

3. llser control and freedom. 
Users are in control of the system. and need to be able to recover from unwanted states without too much 
difficulh', 

4. Consistency and standards 
Once users have come across particular \vords. situations or actions. they should feel comfortable that sImilar 
standards have been applied across the system 

5. Error prevention. 
Measures should be put in place to prevent avoidable errors from happening. 

6. Recognition rather than recall. 
The user should not need to memorise system actions. but clearly presented options should be made available. 
Assistance in the form of clearl\' presented instructions should be made available when necessary. 

7. Flexibility and efficiency of use. 
Accelerators and shortcut keys should be made available and provision should be made for different methods of 
navigation and option selections. This can improve the interaction for more experienced users. 

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design, 
Only relevant information should be presented. Additional detail should be kept to a minimum, so as not to 
detract from the cssential data, 

9. Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors. 
Error messages should be dispbyed using plain language. and explanations should be offered as to the reason for 
the problem occurring. Possible solutions should be offered to assist the user to recover from an exceptional 
state. 

10. Help and documentation, 
Documentation that is provided should be hclpful and easy to undcrstand by the users. Information should be 
focused and not too verbose. 
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6.3. Findings 

The result ofthe evaluation process is a list of written comments received from each of the users. The comments 
are documented as recorded by the evaluators. 
Copies of the original comment sheets can be found in Appendix 4. 

Guideline 
Number 

Comment 

1. When selecting "save" or "Write SWAN Command File", it would make the selection clearer 
if the required file type (extension) was displayed in the file name box. 

3. Rotating. panning & zooming is a bit difficult to control. An "undo" command would be 
useful to return to the previous view. 

6. It is difficult to remember which keys should be pressed for panning, rotating. zooming, etc. 
A set of buttons on the toolbar would help. 

I Visibility of system status: Good 
2 Match between system and real world: Good 
3. User control and freedom: Good 
4. Consistency and standards: Good 
5 Error prevention: Good 
6. Recognition rather than recall Good recognition 
7. Flexibility and efficiency of usc: Good 

, -

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design: Good 
9. Help users recognize. diagnose and recover from errors: Acceptable, Good, but difficult to generate an 

error 
10. Help and documentatioll: Help and documentation needs to be added. 

I. When opening a data fik - should only list 'file types' that can be opened in the program. 
2. View Table: The header lines Xp. Yp, Depth etc should remain visible "hen scrolling dov,:n the table. 
3. Commands are not visible as "buttons" on the screen. eg zoom/pan etc .. 
4. When hitting X the program closes without prompting to save. 
5 Option: When pressmg the key to "pan a view" the icon could change to a hand symboP 
6. Option When moving the mouse over the model the elevation / Depth could reflect current position') 

Probably not possible at this stage. 
7. Left and right buttons have same function in panning. 
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On the whole the users were quite happy with the screen layout and program functionality. The wave 
transparency tool was found to be effective, and none of the users had difficulty in selecting between the various 
rendering options and layer visibility settings. Positive feedback was received on the functionality ofthe 
program, and the 3-D graphical display of the rendered model 

When compiling the results of the evaluation process, the following areas of concern were noted by more than 
one of the users: 

• The file types need to be filtered so that when opening or saving a file only those types relevant to the 
program are displayed in the file selection dialogue boxes. 

• Buttons are needed to select between the different 3-D navigational options; zoom, pan and rotate. 

These two problematic areas have been addressed as follows: 

1. Display only relevant file types 

Saw~ 1_~_sw_iIII _________ ---..J 

i~ Documentation D HSig.txt 

Cl M6(J1S D HSigZ.txt 

[j MG<i2S D MGG4S18.out 

Ie:! Programs D UGG4S19.SMI 

Test Cases D Test Panel.swe 

Cl Utii 
D hello T estJ.swc 

FIe~me: Il¥l oG 4S19 swn 

FIBs 01 !)iIIe: I Swan Fies ( '.swe, ' .swn, •. txt, ' .out ) 

29 A file filter has been implemented to show only the 
relevant file types in the open and save file 
dialogue boxes. 

Saw II cancel I 

Figure 6.1 shows the improved save dialogue 
where only the file types *swc, *swn, *txt and 
*out are displayed (all other file types are hidden 
from vie",,). 

Figure 6.1 File selection dialogue with file filter applied 

2. Display buttons to select between pan, zoom and rotate options 

Three buttons have been added to the status bar, representing the pan, zoom and rotate functions for model 
navigation. They have been implemented so that they are mutually exclusive in that only one can be pressed at a 
time. Figure 6.2 shows the buttons positioned on the status bar: 

Swface 

~. CoIcuMap 

C Texture Map 

o 0\Ier1ay Colow IT exture 

L~ 

~ Showw_"" 

~ Show GrIUld layer 

fi'i Show w_ Iitesh 

Iri Show GrIUld Mesh 

W_ Transparency 0% 

Q====== 
o 50 

EIevlJtion: 498.0 

Figure 6.2 Status bar showing pan, zoom and rotate buttons 
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The buttons have been 
rendered with two visible 
states; a raised bevel 
border for ojf and a 
lowered bevel border for 
on. This arrangement 
helps the user to check 
which option has been 
selected. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

The task of developing an interactive user-centric graphical interface based on an eXisting scientific model was 
found to contain a number of elements that could apply equally to other environments. These include 

• providing a means of collecting large amounts of data in an effective manner 
• reducing or elIminating the need for the user to check input data fonnats 
• using error prevention r;}ther than error corrcction 
• providing usable intcrfacc controls 
• intcgrating OpenGL graphics effectively in a Java cnvironment 
• rendering the 3-D graphical model according to different visualization needs 
• layering different surfaces in a 3-D model with each able to be turned on or off 
• visualizing relationships betwccn 3-D surfaces through the use oftransparcncy 

The SWAN refraction model upon which this dissertation is based has particular input data fonnat requirements. 
The means of designing an intuitive data capture mechanism for gathering the requircd input was examined. and 
a systcm of modular control pancls was devcloped. The quantity of data to be captured can bc quite substantiaL 
so a mcans of preventing errors was implemented. as follows: 

• default values are set \\ here applicable. to remove the necessity of the user to enter these. If necessary. 
these values can be changed to suit user requirements. 

• key listeners were assigned on numerical fields to check for integer or floating point formats. If the user 
tries to type a character that would Invalidate the number format. then the key stroke is consumed. 

• where the user needs to enter one value from a set or group. then drop-down combo boxes were used to 
allow only a single selection. Here the user is not typing in a value. but selecting from a given list of 
options. thereby reducing the chance of error. 

• the states of input fields are monitored to ensure that only appropriate ones arc enabled. This implies that 
data fields are disabled to prevent user selection when their use would result in inappropriate data 
capture. 

• consistently designed input panels were applied to enable the user to predict the usability of the system 
through familiarity. 

The principle of disabling components until such a time as their selection is appropriate \\as also applied to the 
menu structure. Certain menu options are only made available once prereqUIsite conditions have been met. For 
cxample. the 3-D graphical modcl or coordinate table views can only be selected once the underlying data file 
has been loaded. Preventing errors rather than providing a means of correcting them has the added advantage of 
not presenting the user with unnecessary error notifications. 

Common user interface components which may be regarded as general in their usage were applied to promote 
effective leamability through familiarity and predictability. These components include drop-down menus. 
combo-boxes. radio buttons and the usage of a tree-like structure for navigation of the SW AN input command 
group selection The use of a slider for transparency selection was used. with adequate labelling and feedback to 
assist the user with its usage. During the evaluation of the system. the users did not find any difficulty in using 
the various selection options and data capture mechanisms. 

Two different application programming interfaces for including OpenGL graphics in a Java environment were 
examined. and it was found that gl-lJava allowed for a smoother integration with the user interface. This was 
partly due to the fact that this API allows for more direct access to the native OpenGL libraries. and also its 
provision of drawing components that inherit Java swing functionality. Swing components were chosen in 
preference to A WT interface components for their added functionality and appeal. These components also have 
the advantage of a platfonn-indcpendent look and fecI. This implies that in a mixed environment the program 
will look the same. regardless of the underlying platform. 
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Visualization techniques using OpenGL were researched. and an appropriate data structure using triangle strips 
and line strips was developed. Utility classes for Vertex3land vector 3(objects were implemented to deal with 
the preparation of the data structure arrays. TIle coordinate list containing vertex and associated detail 
information was stored in a .fTaMe object which was used for displaying the tabular information on the user 
interface. and also as a means of extracting the individual data items to be used in the vertex lists. 

OpenGL triangle strips were used for assembling the 3-D rendered surfaces and line strips for the superimposed 
wire-frame mesh layers. the latter offset slightly to improve definition. Each of the generated surfaces could be 
vie\\ed independently or jointly through the provision ofiayer selection controls. These controls \\'ere found to 
be effective and useful by allowmg the user the flexibility to choose which surface(s) to display, 

Visualization of the 3-D model was enhanced by the provision of a transparency modulator, ObJect transparenc~ 
\\as implemented by blending source and destination pixel RGB colours with an added alpha channel accounting 
for the transparency factor. A slider control was implemented whereby the user could select the percentage 
transparency of the top ,"ave surtace. The relationships between the wave layer and underlying ground profile 
could then be examined in an interactive manner. 

The model could either be rendtred using a colour map to highlight depth levels or texture map to highlight 
variance patterns, Each of these rendering options offered a different perspective when viewed using the 
transparency tooL During the e\ aluation process. the users were able to use the transparency slider without 
difficulty. and comments were, erbalized regarding effectiveness and helpfulness of the transpareney element as 
an aid to visualization, 

Navigation of the 3-D model was provided through the use of various mouse and keyboard controls to allow for 
panning. zooming and rotation. Tv .. o of the evaluators requested that buttons be added to the interface to reduce 
the need to mcmorize the different control options. Three buttons were added to the status bar. one each for 
panning. zooming and rotating the modcl and these reduced the memorization requirement by providing visual 
feedback as to the currentlv selected mode. 

7.1. Future work 

Common areas of concern with regard to usability issues were implemented following the evaluation process. 
and others that were noted can be added at a later stage, These include: 

• the addition of a toolbar with icons for option selections 
• the provision for undoillg actions, possibly allowing for a number of steps to be undone 
• the addition of a help menu to provide for general usage instructions and related intormation 
• improving the feedback with regard to current navigational location within the model through the 

addition ofx and y coordinates alongside the displayed elevation. 

Additional data capture screens will be added, following similar design principles to those discussed, and further 
improvements to the system will include the visualization of additional details as computed by the SW AN 
refraction modcl for inter alia \\ave period and direction. 

Visualization of further surface layers will add additional complexity to the model through the quantity and type 
of information that may be required to be viewed at any time. Research will havc to be conducted into finding 
appropriate means of visualizing more complex models whilst maintaining acceptable levels of clarity and 
usability. 
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APPE~DIX A -SWAN INPUT FILE TEMPLATE 

This listing ofthe SWAN input file template includes all of the available options. although perhaps only a few 
may be required for any particular implementation. 

$ PROject 'name' 'm' 
'title I' 
'title2' 
'title3' 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

MODE STATionaryil'JONSTationary TWODimensional/ONEDimcnsional 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

COORDinates / -> CARTesian \ 
\ SPHErical CCM/OC / 

SET pevelJ [nor] [depminll maxmesllmaxcrrl 
Igrav] [rho] limhog] [hsrerr] & 
CARTesianlNAUTieal [p\\taillifroudmaxi 
I printtl I prtest] 

& 

& 

CGRID / REGular Ixpe]lypc] lalpc]lxlenel blcne] [mxe] Imye] \ 
\ CURVilinear 1l1lxe] 11m'c] ( EXCeption Ixexc] [yexe]) I & 
I CiRcle \ 
\ SECtor Idirl] Idir21lmdc] / 

[flow] Ithig] Imsc] 

TEST I itest I I itraec J & 
POINTS lJ < Ii] [;J > /:\y [x] Iy] > & 
(PAR 'fuame') (S 1 D 'fuame') (S2D 'fnamc') 

& 

INPgrid BOTtomlWLEVeliC URrentlVXNY IFRictionIWIndlWXIWY 
I REGular Ixpinpl]ypinpllalpinp] [l1lxinp] Imyinp] [dxinp] [dyinp] \ 
\ CURVilincar [stagrx] Ist.:'lgry] I mxinp I Imyinpj I & 
(EXCeption Icxeval] ) & 
(NON STATionary rtbeginp] Ideltinp] ScC/MlnlHR/DAy Itendinpj) 

READ BOTtom/WLcvellC URrcntlFRictionIWIndlCOORdinates 
[facl 'fuamel'/SERIES 'fi1ame2' lidlallnhedfl ([nhedtl) (nhedvec]) & 
I FREe \ 

< FORmat 'fonn'/lidfl1l] > 
\ UNFormatted / 

WIND [vel] Idirj 

BOUNdparl SHAPespee JON Igamma] I PM / GAUSS [sigfr] I BIN 
PEAK/MEAN DSPR POWER/DEGRces 

BOUNdpar2 / SIDE N/NWIW/SW/S/SE/EINE CCW/CLOCKWise \ 
\ SEGMcnt XY < [xl[)] > / IJ Ii] [;1> I & 

/ CONSTANT PAR [hs] Iperl Idir] [ddl 
\ VARIABLE PAR < [len] [hs] lpcr] Idirl [ddJ > / 

BOUNdspee / SIDE NINWIWISW/S/SE/EINE CCW/CLOCKWisc \ 
\ SEGMent XY < [xl b] > I lJ < Ii] Lil > / & 

/ CONSTANT FILE 'fnamc' [seq] \ 
\ VARIABLE FILE Jlcn] 'fname' [scq] > I 

-·u -

& 

& 
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$ 
$ BOUNdnestl NEst 'fname' (LOSed/OPEN 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

BOUNdnest2 WAMNest 'fname' / UNFormatted CRAY/WKstat \ 
\ FREe / & 

[xgcllygcl 

BOUNdnest3 WW3 'fhame' CLOSed/OPEN (lxgcl [ygcJ) 

/ DEFault 
INITial < ZERO 

\ PAR Ihs] [perl Idirl Idd] 
\ HOTStart 'fuame' 

GENI IcflO] [cf20J Icf30l [cf40J ledmlpm] IcdragJ luminllcfpmJ 

GEN2 IcflOI [cf20] Icf30JlctLlO] [cfSOllcf601 
ledmlpm] Icdrag]lumin] Icfpml 

GEN3 / KOMen Icds21lstpm] 

& 

\ JANSsen [cdsl] Idelta] , & 
(QUADruplliquad] [lambdallcnI4] Icsh II Icsh21 Icsh3]) & 
(AGROW lal) 

BREaking CONstant [alpha] [gamma I 

/ JONswap [cfjonl 
FRICtion < COLLins [cfw/ 

\ MADsen [knl 

TRiad [trfac] [cutfr/ 

OBSTacle (TRANSm [trcoef] / DAM Ihgt] [alphallbetaJ) 
(REFL Ireflcl) LINE Ixpllypl> 

SETUP Isupcor] 

& 

OFF BREaking / WCAPping / REFrac / FSHift / QUADrupl / WINDGro\\th 

PROP "" T / SORDup \ NONST / STElling [waveage/ Sec/MlnlHR/DAy \ 
\ BSBT / \ BSBT / 

NUMeric (ACCUR ldrellldhabs] [dtabs/lnpntsl 
I -> ST A Tionary I mx itst] \ 
\ NONSTationary Innitnsj / [limiter] ) & 

(DIRimpllcdd] [cdliml ) & 
(SIGIMpl[css] [precll~psllleps21IoutpJ Initer!) & 
(SETUP rpec] [eps2] loutpj Initer]) 

FRAme 'sname' lxpfr] [ypfr] lalpfrl Ixlcnfr] [ylenfr] 
[mxfr/lmyfrllscale] 

GROUP 'sname' SUBGrid lixlllix2] [iyllliy2J 

& 

& 

NGRid 'sname' [xpn] [ypnllalpnllxlennllylennllmxn/lmynl 

CURve 'sname' Ixp 1 J IYp 11 lintl Ixp] Iyp] > 
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$ 
$ POINts 'sname' < [xp] lypi > I FILE 'fuame' 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
S 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

RAY 'marne' I xp 1] bp I] I "q I] I yq I] & 
< lint] [xpl [yp] [xq] [vql 

ISOline'sname' 'marne' DEPth/BOTtom [depJ 

LINe CONTinuous I DAShed [patl [len] 
(COLor lipen!) < [xpI lypJ> 

& 

SITEs < 'pname' [xpJ [ypj [size] REGion I TOWN> 

QUANTity DSPRlHSignlDIRJPDJRlTDIRlTMOIIRTMOIIRTPITM02IFSPRlPERIRPERI 
DEPthIVELlFRCoeff/WIND/DISSip/QBITRAnsp/FORce/UBOT/URMSIWLENI 
STEEpncsslHSWElIlDHSignlDRTMOI ILEAKJXPNP/DIST & 

'short' 'long' [lexp] [hexp I I excv I & 
([power]) (Iref]) (lfswellJ) & 
(PROBLEMcoordiFRAME) 

BLOck 'sname' HEADer I NOHEADer 'fuame' (LAYout lidla]) & 
< DSPRlHSigniDIRlPDIRlTDIRITMO IIRTMOIIRTPITM02/FSPRIPERIRPERI 

DEPthIVELlFRCoefflWfND/DISSip/QB/TRAnsp/FORcc/UBOT/URMSIWLENI 
STEEpncss/HSWEll/DHSignlDRTMO IILEAK [unitl > & 
(OUTput [tbegblklldcltblk] ScclMlnIHRlDAy) 

TABle 'sname' HEADer I NOHEADer I INDexed 'fname' & 
< DSPRlHSigniDIRlPDIRlTDIRlTMO) IRTMO lIRTPITM02/FSPRlPERIRPERI 

DEPthIVELlFRCoefflWIND/DISSip/QB/TRAnsp/FORce/UBOT/URMSIWLENI 
STEEpnesslHSWEIlIDHSignlDRTMOIlLEAKJXPNP/DIST & 
(OUTput [tbegtbllldelttblJ Sec/MlnlHR/DAy) 

SPECout'sname' SPECID/SPEC2D ABs/REI 'fuamc' 
(OUTput Itbegspc] [deltspc] Sec/MlnIHRlDAy) 

NESTout'sname' 'fname' & 
(OUTput Itbegnstl [deltnstj Sec/MlnIHRlDAy) 

PLOtgeogr 'sname' (FIle 'tilame') 'title' (COORD ImargJ) & 

& 

ISO DSPRlHSigniTMO llRTMO I IRTPITM02IFSPRlPERIRPERIDEPTHI 
FRCoeff/DISSip/QB:UBOT/URMSIWLEN/STEEpnessIHSWEIlI 
DHSignlDRTMOIiLEAK [step I [mini [maxi & 

VEC VELITRAnsp/FOReelWINDIDIR/PDIRlTDIR [scalelldist[ & 
(CMESH) ripen]) & 
(SITes ripen]) (LINes ripen]) (LOCation Csname') ripen]) & 
(OUTput [tbegnst] IdeItnstj Sec/MInlHRlDAy) 

PLOtstar 'sname' (FIle 'fuame') 'title' (COORD I margj) & 
ISO DSPRlHSigniTMO llRTMO l/RTPITM02IFSPRlPERIRPERIDEPTHI 

FRCoeff/DISSip/QB/UBOT/URMS/WLEN/STEEpnesslHSWEll1 
DHSignJDRTMOIlLEAK [step] [min] [max] & 

STAR I scale] [dist J [bundle] & 
(CMESH) ripen]) & 
(SITes lipen]) (LINes lipen]) (LOCation ('sname') lipenj) & 
(OUTput ItbegnstlldeltnstJ SeclMlnIHRlDAy) 

PLOtpp 'sname' FIle 'fnamG' 'title' & 
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$ PROBlems FROUDe I peONY IS)IDSizl & 
$ (SITes lipen]) (UNes lipcnl) (LOCation ('sname') lipcn]) & 
$ (OUTput [tbcgnstj rdeltnstl Sce/MlnlHRlDAy) 
$ 
$ PLOtspee 'sname' (FIle 'fuame') 'title' & 
$ SPECtrum NORMalized I NONORM « leh] > ) & 
$ FReq NORm / [fmax] [fmidl ABS/REL & 
$ (OUTput [tbegnst] rdeltmt] See/MlnlHRlDAy) 
$ 
$ COMPUTE 
$ COMPUTE STATionary [time] 
$ COMPUTE NONSTat [tbegelldclte] Sec/MlnlHRlDAy Itende/) 
$ 
$ HOTFilc 'fname' 
$ 
$ POOL 
$ 
$ STOP 

-·n -
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APPENDIX B - SAMPLE SWAN OUTPUT FJ LE 

Run: 1 Table:Tab1c I 

Xp Yp Depth Hsig TmOI PkDir Tpeak 

Iml [ml [m] [ml Isec] Idegr] [sec] 

602650 6220250. 8.6338 1.08139 17.3403 91.000 18.8671 
602675. 6220250. 8.7832 1.19331 17.3313 91.000 18.8671 
602700. 6220250. 8.8751 1.29885 17.3244 91.000 18.867J 
602725. 6220250. 8.9375 1.34221 17.3134 91.000 18.8671 
602750. 6220250. 9.0764 1.35666 17.2905 91.000 18.8671 
602775 6220250. 9.4615 1.33140 17.2487 91.000 18.8671 
602800. 6220250. 9.8290 1.28761 17.1954 91.000 18.8671 
602825. 6220250. }O.1464 Ll8289 17.1088 91.000 18.8671 
602850. 6220250. 10.4718 1.06951 16.9922 91000 18.867] 
602875 6220250. 11.0622 .97534 16.8556 91.000 18.8671 
602900. 6220250. 11.4013 .97240 16.8160 91.000 18.8671 
602925. 6220250. 1 1.5606 .99008 16.8231 91.000 18.8671 
602950. 6220250. 11.73t17 .99404 16.8116 91.000 18.8671 
602975. 6220250. 11.9225 .98865 16.7867 91.000 18.8671 
603000. 6220250. 12.02:'5 .97684 16.7650 91.000 18.8671 
603025. 6220250. 1206~'O .96976 16.7578 91.000 18.8671 
603050. 6220250. 12.29(14 .95122 16.7398 89.000 18.8671 
603075. 6220250. J 2.4300 .94564 16.7200 89.000 18.8671 
603100. 6220250. 12.5977 .94019 16.6941 89.000 18.8671 
603125 6220250. 12.77'(;2 .93999 16.6781 89.000 18.8671 
603150. 6220250. 12.9344 .94114 16.6573 89.000 18.8671 
603175 6220250. 13.0410 .94124 16.6374 89.000 18.8671 
603200. 6220250. 13.1106 .94101 16.6136 89.000 18.8671 
603225. 6220250. 13.0920 .94230 16.5932 89.000 18.8671 
603250. 6220250. 13.1309 .93750 16.5764 89.000 18.8671 
603275. 6220250. 13.16'14 .93302 16.5551 89.000 18.8671 
603300. 6220250. 13.36XO .92573 16.5222 89.000 18.8671 
603325. 6220250. 13.4 7'~ I .92471 16.4860 89.000 18.8671 
603350. 6220250. I3j7,~5 .92252 16.4435 89.000 18.8671 
603375 6220250. 13.6858 .91998 16.3928 89.000 18.8671 
603400. 6220250. 13.8032 .91749 16.3410 89.000 18.8671 
603425. 6220250. 13.8215 .92067 16.2988 89.000 18.8671 
603450. 6220250. 13.99.~5 .92186 16.2518 89.000 18.8671 
603475. 6220250. 13.99·l6 .92902 16.2257 89.000 18.8671 
603500. 6220250. 13.9932 .93433 16.1949 89.000 18.8671 
603525. 6220250. 13.9915 .94540 16.1863 89.000 18.8671 
603550. 6220250 13.9914 .95703 16.1781 89.000 18.8671 
603575 6220250. 13.98~5 .9710 I 16.1787 89.000 18.8671 
603600. 6220250. 14.03% .97986 16.1726 89.000 18.8671 
603625 6220250. 14.1254 .99523 16.1916 89.000 18.8671 

numerical data continues.. . .... 
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APPENDIX C - EVALUATION PACK 

HEURISTIC EVALUATION OF SWAN VISUALIZATION PROGRAM 

The goal of this evaluation process is to discover any usability problems that may exist within the design of the 
Swan user interface. Please use the following list of heuristics as a guideline. and make comments where you 
feel the usability of the system can be improved (not limited only to those points listed below) 

The list of heuristics were originally developed by Molich and Nielsen I A I and later refined to the follov'iing: I B J 

1. Visibility of system status. 
The system should provide sufficient feedback so that users are aware of what is happening. 

2. Match between system and the real world. 
Information should be displayed in a logical format that is meaningful to the users. 

3. User control and freedom. 
Users are in control of the system. and need to be able to recover from unwanted states without too much 
difficulty 

4. Consistency and standards. 
Once users have come across palticular words. situations or actions. they should feel comfortable that similar 
standards have been applied across the system 

5. Error prevention. 
Measures should be put in place to prevent avoidable errors from happenmg. 

6. Recognition rather than recall 
The user should not need to memorise system actions. but clearly presented options should be made available. 
Assistance in the form of clearly presented instructions should be made available when necessary. 

7. Flexibility and efficiency of lise. 
Accelerators and shortcut keys should be made available and provision should be made for different methods of 
navigation and option selections. This can improve the interaction for more experienced users. 

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design. 
Only relevant information should be presented. Additional detail should be kept to a minimum. so as not to 
detract from the essential data. 

9. Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors. 
Error messages should be displayed using plalll language. and explanations should be offered as to the reason for 
the problem occurring. Possible solutions should be offered to assist the user to recover from an exceptional 
state 

10. Help and documentation. 
Documentation that is provided should be helpful and casy to understand by the users. Information should be 
focused and not too verbose. 

tAj R. Molich and 1 Nielsen. Improving a Human-Compilfer Dialog1le. Communications of the ACM VoL 33. 
No.3. March 1990. 

IB] A. Dix. lFinlay. G.Abowd and R.BeaIe. HUff/an-Computer Interaction Prentice HalL 2nd Edition. 1997. 
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USER GUIDE 

Graphical User Interface Description 

swan Commands 
'I' Cl lnput 

D Startup 

D Cener., 
&0 ~ Model Commands 

'i' Cl Outpul 

D (Locations) 

D (luanlJlleS) 

. ( Texture Map 

~) IM!I1i!IlI~lTex .... 

L_ 

~--'
~_Gr_""'" ....J SIIow __ 

- SIIowGr __ 

CJl===== 
o 50 

Graphical Interface components description 

Dissertation Nicholas Green 

1. Swan Command Selection Panel - This panel is used to select the relevant data entry group to be 
displayed in the Viewing Area. The input and output commands have been arranged in a tree-like 
structure to aid the navigability of the command categories . 

2. Model Viewing Control Panel - This panel is used to change the model viewing parameters . Different 
selection components have been used according to their functional requirements. 

3. Menu Bar - This is a standard drop-down menu bar from where program options can be selected. 

4. Vie'wing Area - This is the main display area that will display the 3-D model , coordinate and detail 
table, or a 2-D graphical interface for data entry. 

5. Status Bar - This panel displays information about the model that has been loaded from file . 
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PROGRAM OPERATION 

1. Starting the program 

!!&W
I Qpen- '''0 

When the program is first run, the user needs to select to start a new 
workspace, or open a set of Swan command panels that have previously 
been saved to disk. The other menus and menu items will not be activated 
until the "new" or "open" procedure has been completed. 
Shortcut keys: New <ctrl> N 

Open <ctrl> 0 

2. Entering Swan Commands 

The relevant Swan command group can be selected either from the Swan Command navigational tree on the left, 
or from the input and output drop-down menu options at the top of the display. 
Once the desired command group has been selected, the command sets will be displayed in the main viewing 
panel in the centre of the display. 

~ !nIM O!!IIM Model 

f::l Swan Commands 

c;> Lllnput 

D Startup 

D Gen eral 

&- LI Model Commands 
c;> Ll Output 

D (Locations) 

D (Quantiti. s) 

:1:: 
(m) 

ages 

North(deg) 

ThreshGkl DepIh 

Max Err Mess 

Error LIMII 

GrlMlatlOnal 

WIlIer 0ensIIy 

user 0UIpuI r 

user/SWM 

WInd&WIMI 

Power at high 

Print lie 

Acceleration (mlS2) 

(kg.m3) 

aquhmenls 
__ heIghI_1ance 

clraction c_ion 

frequency tal 

ill! Test outpul Ii 

~ 
90 

0.05 

200 

War'*>gs ", 

9.81 

1025 

0UIpuI based on variance "" 

I CARTesian ", 

Print to ScraMI ", 

Print to SaaMI "' 1 

The command panels are arranged according to their category, and these are displayed as tabbed panes that can 
be selected by clicking the relevant tab heading with the mouse . Values are entered by either typing values in the 
spaces provided or by making selections from the combo box options. Default values have been set, where 
applicable. 

Text fields that require numerical input have specific key listeners assigned to make sure that only valid 
characters can be entered. These key listeners check each character as it is typed, and only allow integer or 
floating point numbers to be entered, as appropriate. In some cases numbers are also checked to make sure that 
they fall within a required range. 

Those Swan command groups that have not yet been implemented are indicated in the menu bar as greyed-out 
items and in the command tree as items between parentheses. 
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3. Saving Swan Commands 

Sv,lan commands can be saved in two formats; as a text file to be used for Swan computations, and as a binary 
file to capture the state of each ofthe Swan command panels for later retrieval. 

To write the Swan commands to a text file, select "Write SWAN Command file" from the File menu or use the 
shortcut <ctrl> W. A file save dialogue box will be displayed where the name of the file to be saved can be 
entered. 

To save the state of the Swan command panels for later retrieval, select "Save" from the File menu or use the 
shortcut <ctr!> S. A file save dialogue box will be displayed where the name of the file to be saved can be 
entered. 

4. Opening a Model File 

a swan 

Eile ~pul O!!tput ~ 

The model file to be opened is an output text file that has 
been generated by the SWAN computational program. 

Swan Commands Open Q.ala File 
0-~ Input 

(I, (. 
To open the model data file, select "Open Data File" from 
the "Model" menu, or use the shortcut <ctr!> D. A file 
chooser dialogue box will be displayed from which the 
relevant file can be browsed and selected. 

0-d OutpU1 

5. Viewing the model 

Once the file has been successfully opened, the model 
viewing menu options will be activated, and the 3-D 
graphical model will be displayed in the main viewing panel 
in the centre of the display. 

Once the model file has been loaded into memory, the surfaces will be generated and displayed on the screen. 
The initial view shows the model from the top (Z direction) from an elevation that can accommodate the whole 
model in the viewport. This view can be returned to at any time by selecting "Reset Model View" from the 
"Model" menu, or using the shortcut <ctrl> R. 

The status bar will reflect the current elevation as well as details of the model as follows: 
t- ---- ----

EltMJtioo: 1725.0 Max Depth: 23.114 MaxHsig: 3.75006 Points: 7245 

Elevation - Current distance from the model in the Z-direction 
Max Depth- Maximum sub aqueous ground depth 
Max HSig - Maximum significant wave height 
Points - Number of coordinate points in the model 

The model control panel will now be visible on the bottom left hand side of the display, as follows: 

Surface 

(~, Colo .. Map 

C Text .. e Map 

o OWrlayCoIowlText .. e 

liJ!ller 

~ Sboww_liJ!ller 

~ Show Ground layer 

[j Show W_ Mesh 

r Show Ground Mesh 

WIMI Transparency 0% 

Ql====== 
o 50 100 

Surface appearance options 
Toggle between options . 

Layer control options 
Select any of the desired layers to be shown. 

Wave transparency Control 
Slide the control to set the Wave transparency percentage. 
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The different surface rendering options have the following characteristics: 

Ground layer colour Map: High points are shaded with a yellow colour, and low points are indicated with red , 
The darker shades represent deeper areas , There are ten equally graded transitional levels from high (yellow) to 
low (red) , 

Wave layer colour Map: The colours vary from light blue to dark blue depending on the significant wave height 
at each point. There are ten equally graded transitional levels from shallow (light blue) to deep (dark blue), 

The colour map option is used to identify high and low areas in the modeL 
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Texture Map: This surface rendering option is used to view the different depth regions in more detail. The 
ground and wave depths are mapped to colours stored in an image file on disk, 
This view is not used to identify high and Jow points in the model , but rather to view wave and ground depth 
patterns and formations . The texture map option may be more useful when using the transparency tool to view 
the sub aqueous ground detail through the wave layer. 

Following are sample views of the Wave and Ground layers where the texture map option has been selected . 

Wave Layer with Texture Map surface 

Ground Layer with Texture Map surface 
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Wave Transparency control 

The wave transparency is adjusted by sliding the transparency control slider to reflect the desired percentage 
transparency : 

W_ Transparency 27'10 

=Qi==== 
0% means that the waves are opaque 
100% means that the waves are fully translucent 

o 50 100 Any value between 0 and 100 sets the transparency to that percentage. 

Following is an example of viewing the wave and ground layers together using texture mapping and wave 
transparency set to 25%: 

The transparency tool is used to identify sub aqueous ground features that could be causing the formation of 
certain wave patterns to emerge. This tool allows the ground and wave layers to be overlaid and viewed together 
so that any relationships between the surfaces can be identified. 

Applying a mesh to the view 

Both ground and wave wire-frame meshes can be viewed by selecting the relevant mesh layer(s) from the model 
viewing control panel. 

This sample view shows the ground 
layer and ground mesh viewed together. 
The model view has been rotated and 
zoomed to highlight the feature 
identified. 
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6. Viewing the Model Table 

The model table contains coordinate points and details from the Swan output file used to generate the 3-D model. 
Thjs table can be viewed by selecting "View Table" from the "Model" menu , or using the shortcut <ctrl> T. 

_ I DI~ 

Swan Commands 

&-~ Input 

&-~ Output 

Sdface 

i Coku ...... 

U Text ......... 

<MIrla!f COIo .. 1T extw. 

Show_l.,

,-,. Show Ground layer 

S ShowW-Mesh 

o Show Ground Mesh 

Run:l 

Xp 
1m) 

602650. 
602675. 
6027 00. 
602725 
602750. 
60277 5. 
602800 . 
602825 . 
602850 
602875. 
6029 00. 
602925. 
602950 . 
602975 
603000. 
603025 
6030 50~ 
603075. 
603100. 
603125 
603150. 
603175 
603200. 
603225. 
603250. 
603275. 

W_ Transparency 0'4 6033 00. 

Q~==== 603325. 
60 33 50. 

o 50 100 6033 75. 

A I 8 

Table:Tablel 

Yp 
1m) 

6220250 
6220250. 
6220250. 
6220250 
6220 250 
6220250 
6220250 
6220250. 
6220250 
6220250. 
6220250 
6220250. 
62 20250 
6220250. 
6220250 
62 20 250 . 
6220250. 
6220250. 
6220250. 
6220250. 
6220250 
6220250. 
6220250. 
6220250 
6220250 
6220250. 
6220250. 
6220250. 
6220250 
6220250 

I 

Depth 
1m) 

8.6338 
8.7832 
6.8751 
8.9375 
9.0764 
9.461 5 
9.8290 
10.1464 
10.471 8 
11 .0622 
11.401 3 
11.5606 
11 7387 
11 .9225 
12.0255 
12.0690 
12.2904 
12.4300 
12.5977 
12.7782 
12 .9344 
13.0410 
13.11 06 
13.0920 
13.1309 
13.1694 
13 .3680 
13.4741 
13.5 745 
13.6858 

c I 

Hsig 
1m) 

1.081 39 
1 19331 
1.29885 
1.34221 
1.35666 
1.33140 
1.28761 
1 18289 
1.06951 
.97534 
.97240 
.99008 
.99 404 
.98865 
.9768 4 
.96976 
951 22 
.94564 
.94019 
.93999 
.94114 
.941 24 
.94 101 
.94230 
.93750 
93302 
.92573 
.92 471 
.9225 2 
.91998 

o I 

TmOl 
Isec) 

17.34 03 
17.331 3 
17.3244 
17.3134 
17.2905 
17.2487 
17.1954 
17.1088 
16.992 2 
16.85 56 
16.8160 
16.8231 
16.8116 
16.7867 
16.7650 
16 7578 
16739 8 
16.7200 
16.69 41 
16.6781 
16.6573 
16.6374 
16.6136 
16.5932 
16.5764 
16.5551 
16.5222 
16.4860 
16.44 35 
16.3928 

E I 

PkDir 
Ideg~ 

91.000 
91.000 
91.000 
91.000 
91.000 
91.000 
91.000 
91.000 
91.000 
91.000 
91.000 
91.000 
91.000 
91.000 
91.000 
91.000 
89 .000 
89.000 
89.000 
89 000 
89.000 
89.000 
89. 000 
89.000 
89.000 
89.000 
89.000 
89.000 
89.000 
89.000 

F I G 

i 
Tpeak 
Isec) 

18 86 71 
18.8671 
18.8671 
18.8671 
188671 
18.8671 
188671 
18.8671 
18.8671 
18.86 71 
18.8671 
18.8671 , I 

18.8671 
18.8671 
18.8671 

I 
18.8671 
18.8671 
18.8671 
18.8671 I' 18.86 71 
18.86 71 
18.8671 
18.8671 
18.86 71 

Ii 

18.8671 
18.8671 
18.8671 
18.6671 
18.86 71 
18.8671 .. 

I--~~~~--~~--------~~------~~--~~--~=-~~~----~~--~=-~ 
EIevaIIon: 1725.0 Max Depth: 23.114 Max Hsig: 3.75006 Points: 7245 

7. Navigating the 3-D model 

The mouse can be used to adjust the zoom factor (elevation), rotate the view and move the viewpoint to a 
particular part of the model as follows: (the mouse pointer should be located inside the viewing window before 
continuing) 

Zooming out (increasing the elevation) 
Option 1: Whilst pressing the <alt> key, press the left mouse button and move the mouse pointer upwards. 
Option 2: Using the scroll button on the mouse, rotate the button away from you. This will adjust the elevation 
level by 1 unit. To accelerate the zoom factor, press the <shift> key willist turning the scroll button. 

Zooming in (decreasing the elevation) 
Option 1: Whilst pressing the <alt> key, press the left mouse button and move the mouse pointer downwards . 
Option 2: Using the scroll button on the mouse, rotate the button towards you. This will adjust the elevation level 
by 1 unit. To accelerate the zoom factor, press the <shift> key whjlst turning the scroll button. 

Panning 
Whilst pressing the <shift> key, press the left mouse button and move the mouse in the direction that you would 
like to move. To accelerate the pan, press the <shift> and <alt> keys together 

Rotating the view 
Press the left mouse button and move the mouse in the desired direction to rotate. 
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APPENDIX D - EVALUA TION RESULTS 

USER] 

HEURISTIC EVAU;ATlON OF SWAN VISUALIZATION PROGRAM 

COMME:\TS: 

----------

, '" II -----~ --_ .. 

~~~ ~ W vJvGc S~ _ 

_ --+ __ ~~ ilt .. ~k ~ 

_~---L--;f f1-vL ~ M ~_.~ 
- __ I-_----="~ ~~ ~.M.~""--"'~=--'-'--

- .. ~-=3-·--t___.-~.T~~ Pl ~ 1'S .0\. ~ ~ 
11;>_~, ~ \'u~'/ ~_c..o-.-...A_~ .. ~_ 

-----t---~ ~~~~ ~ fo b ~ ~.c-J_. 

1+ !3 ~7b~~ .~ ~~ ~ . 

. ~-~ ~ w po--\A~ I ~/-· 
... ----t---~~~~ I~~_.AMA~ ~-tt....L .. 

- .. ~ ~ ~. ..-~-----.-~--.. --

- .. ----.. -.~.---.. ---

--.. -.~.--~. 

_.-.. _-----
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USER 2 

HEURISTIC EVALlJATION OF SWAN VISUALIZATION PROGRA;\1 

COMMENTS: 

_o~I.~. V"~1'bJi~ .. ~~~~ ~h:th.A.s 

1.\ $ e/ COniY'o I ~tJ J?(.e.~~ 

oo~. 

~~~I\~!.::..1-tM (',1 0Nt rJ '3 ~ A.A.i ~C!>£ot.s 

~~ 

~. _ f((Cf( ~vEmh~ 
C:rood. 

_~~t eoe n; h ~"" YO;Ht~ ~ I't e-_~-=--__ 

Gooc) .ft .~~h thin.... 

~oo ___ t=' __ I_..e.oo._J< i},lli,~_~~ ~fp,c.J<tt1C'1..!?t \..4J.Q 

_0_00 (rQoal 

____ ~_oo_._ 

___ 00_-

___ o_ .. ~_o_ 

o~_oo __ _ 

o' __ '~oo __ _ Ii, Ae.s.~t.h'e ~ ~tH\1 

° Cre>Gcf _~oo_oo ____ oo _____ _ 

___ 00_0 __ -

_~_. _1~us.e('$~C05 n;,t.t. J dll!.t~ nt'>s.~_QMoI H.c.ovu (y~,,!,!_ e.('~J 

AcU.f~ ~ ltl- , G- c> od -/ ___ b_~ 0{ I [h ONU- f-D ~et H.. ~ 
UfW 

J.l~_~_~~-cic>c~. }aJ,~ 
1+up ~ol olo~ hl),i. J'\eRd oS 10 ~ o.cA c(uj 
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USER 3 

HEURISTIC EVALUATION OF SWAN VISUALIZATION PROGRAM 

CO\1MENTS: 

l-'-f.lYv; q~ ..... i~"'I ~\-~t: 
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